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Abstract 

Several attempts have so far been made to detect malignant tumors by combining 

biomedical imaging and machine learning techniques. The machine learning methods 

employed in such studies are often found to be quite off-the-shelf in nature. Types of 

tumors being considered in these studies are organ-specific. Thus, there is a need to 

implement the latest machine learning methodologies along with multimodal imaging 

techniques while developing an automated tumor diagnostic model. In this way, a more 

general yet improved machine learning model should be developed for the detection of 

malignant tumors found in the human body. 

The present research work has developed a deep neural network model for automated 

staging and grading of malignant tumors. The steps include data acquisition, image 

segmentation, feature extraction, feature selection, classification, and evaluation of 

results. 

Data Acquisition has been done by The Cancer Imaging Archives (TCIA). Eight 

different types of tumors have been considered in the study. A new heterogeneous 

imagery database has been thus prepared and used in the study. 

Image Segmentation has been done by conducting a benchmark survey with the leading 

segmentation methods and the texture-based method has been selected as the pivotal 

technique.   

Feature Extraction is done mainly by using Speeded Up Robust Features (SURF) and 

Maximally Stable Extermal Regions (MSER) techniques.  

Feature Selection is carried out by using Independent Component Analysis (ICA) 

method.  

Classification has been accomplished by developing a new one-dimensional and two-

dimensional convolutional neural networks combined with recurrent layers. Both 

sequential and non-sequential methods have been applied to develop new models. A one-

dimensional model is a semi-automated classifier and the two-dimensional model is a 

fully-automated classifier. 

Evaluation has been done by using different statistical parameters. The results of 

classification obtained from different machine learning models used in the study have 

been compared and the final model is selected.  
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1. Introduction 

ancer is one of the most frightening and deadly diseases on Earth. It is one of 

the leading causes of untimely mortality in developed countries. The tale is not 

much different in developing countries. As per the Indian Council of Medical 

Research (ICMR), More than 1300 people in India die every day because of cancer. As 

per World Health Organisation (WHO) [1], deaths from cancer are likely to go beyond 

13.1 million in 2030 worldwide. Except for cancers of the blood, most of the other 

cancers form solid tumors in the human body irrespective of locations [2]. Tumors are 

results of uncontrolled and rapid cell division in living organisms.  Tumors are basically 

of two types: benign and malignant. Benign tumors are typically non-cancerous and 

malignant tumors are prone to grow cancer cells within it. The difference between them 

is subtle and a benign tumor may anytime turn into a malignant one. Cancerous tumors 

grow at a quick pace and may damage nearby and far-off organs besides affecting the 

originating organ [3]. Treatments include surgery, chemotherapy, and radiation. Proper 

treatment of such a tumor needs early and correct diagnosis. Early diagnosis increases the 

chances for cure and assures longer survival of the patient [4]. Normally patients 

experience painful biopsy during the manual tumor diagnosis process. Such manual 

identification of tumors is not fully error-free. Human error and bias may sometimes 

affect the prognosis. Moreover, cancerous tumors are often detected at an advanced stage 

and this limits the chances for getting ample tissue samples during surgical resection [5]. 

Thus, the correct prognosis of tumors also becomes uncertain, especially if it is very 

small in size in case of an early-stage tumor or a recurrent one.  Here, bio-medical 

imaging techniques may play a significant role when used with a Computer-Aided 

System (CAD) capable enough to classify tumor images. After extracting important 

attributes from a series of tumor images, a pattern recognition technique may be applied 

for correctly figuring out the type or stage of a tumor. This may give birth to a painless 

and bloodless auxiliary decision support system which will help radiologists and 

oncologists in determining the treatment plan more affirmatively. If the orthodox clinical 

method results in a doubtful diagnosis, medical personnel may seek the help of such an 

automated tumor classification system to confirm the prognosis. 

C
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In fine, it may be stated that to classify malignant tumors successfully, a typical machine 

learning model may incorporate a variety of cancer datasets or prepare a heterogeneous 

tumor dataset. The dataset should contain diversified imaging modalities. While 

experimenting, different leading machine learning techniques may be explored for 

developing a new efficient model. After comparing the outcome with the existing models, 

the new model may be finalized. The performance of the model may also be compared 

with the related contemporary studies. In this way, the study may become more reliable 

and also stand workable as far as its application in the real world is concerned. While 

automating the clinical diagnosis for malignant tumors in humans, most happening 

technologies like Deep Neural Networks (DNN) may play an important role in 

developing an improved scientific model. Upon developing such a scientific prototype, 

its commercial extensions can easily be implemented. 

1.1 Categorization of Tumors 

Although tumors are broadly categorized as benign and malignant, this is not sufficient to 

plan a proper treatment strategy. Tumors can also be graded as less aggressive to very 

aggressive, but such a classification may not be very informative. Different agencies have 

categorized tumors differently. For example, the World Health Organisation (WHO) has 

classified brain tumors into 120 types according to their location and cell type [6]. Such a 

huge classification may not be operationally feasible for feeding in the machine learning 

process. Fortunately, the American Joint Committee on Cancer (AJCC) has propounded a 

more technically feasible and uniform bifurcation on tumor types. The most popular 

categorization of the tumor is pathological Tumor-Node-Metastasis (TNM) staging and 

histopathological grading.  Staging shows how much a tumor has already spread in the 

body and grading depicts how fast it may spread in the future. For example, the basic 

TNM staging nomenclature for malignant tumors is as follows [7]: 

T: Size of the primary tumor and if cancer has spread in nearby tissues {Ti; i= 0 to 4}. 

May be further classified by using the lowercase letters a, b & m  

N: If cancer has spread into nearby lymphatic nodes {Ni; i= 0 to 3} 

M: If cancer has spread to other organs of the body {Mi; i= 0 to 1} 
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A more generalized version of TNM staging is also available, and this is typically known 

as the AJCC staging. On the other hand, a typical 4-tier histopathological grading system 

for malignant tumors is as follows [8]: 

G1: Well differentiated  

G2: Moderately distinguished 

G3: Poorly distinguished  

Other (Type I: Well to moderately distinguished and Type II: Moderately to poorly 

distinguished) 

Histopathological grading results from histology subtype cataloging, e.g., NSCLC has 

major subtypes like lung adenocarcinoma, large carcinoma, and squamous cell 

carcinoma. The most common primary brain tumors found in adults are Gliomas, 

Meningiomas, Schwannomas, Pituitary Tumors, and CNS Lymphoma [9]. 

The automation of the aforementioned staging and grading systems may lead to the 

development of an efficient machine learning model which may, in turn, be used as a 

malignant tumor classification system.  

1.2 Medical Imaging Techniques   
A few medical imaging techniques are structure-oriented, such as Computed 

Tomography (CT), or Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI), and a few are function-based 

like Positron Emission Tomography (PET) [10]. Both the structural and functional 

techniques have their pros and cons. Structural imaging techniques rely on the anatomical 

structure of a tumor, whereas functional imaging techniques depend on biochemical 

changes taking place in and around a tumor. Normally, structural techniques efficiently 

demarcate tumor location, size, and boundary. The problem arises when there is a leakage 

in the boundary wall of a tumor or when the tumor size is tiny, especially with 

recurrence. In the aforementioned cases, structural imaging techniques may not work 

efficiently as they do in normal situations. Functional imaging techniques may pick up a 

minute change in bio-metabolism and they can perform well even in such adverse 

situations [11]. However, there are problems with functional techniques, too. Hyper-

metabolism may sometimes be misjudged as a tumor by the functional imaging, but it can 

hardly deceive a structural one. Thus, it may be concluded that functional and structural 

imaging techniques are balancing each other. Therefore multimodal imaging techniques, 
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where both structural and functional techniques work in tandem, have gained immense 

Multimodal imaging techniques, such as PET/CT or MRI

benefits of both structural and functional techniques and neutralize

. Among the available multimodal imaging techniques, PET/CT is 

the most widely used one. So, PET/CT may be considered as 

alongside PET, MRI, and CT-scans, etc.  

Figure 1: Fusion of PET with CT & MRI [160] 

ing Database 
The Cancer Imaging Archive (TCIA) is an open repository of international repute

of bio-medical images of different cancer accessible 

imagery data are organized as Cases indexed by disease

or research focus. DICOM is the default imagery file format used by TCIA for image 

DICOM (Digital Imaging and Communications in Medicine) is a standard for 

embedding imaging and clinical information together (Figure 2)

source of data while conducting a study to classify tumors 
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Communications in Medicine) is a standard for 

) [165]. TCIA may be 

while conducting a study to classify tumors found in 
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Figure 2: A DICOM image depicting a Head & Neck Tumor image and the associated clinical information 

fetched during experiments carried out in the present research work 

In TCIA, clinical data including pathological stage or grade related information, 

treatment strategy adopted, recurrence, gender, survival status, etc. are also provided 

along with the image dataset (Figure 3). Clinical information is also reliable as they are 

being prepared by internationally acclaimed oncologists and scientists. 

 

Figure 3: Glimpse of Radiogenomics Clinical data from TCIA depicting the case based staging and grading 

information of NSCLC clinically endorsed by Dr. Sandy Napel and team (Stanford) [Source: 

https://www.cancerimagingarchive.net/] 
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Such clinical information may be very handy when appended as target labels in a tumor 

image dataset and used in a machine learning model to identify the stage or grade of a 

tumor. 

1.4 Machine Learning Techniques    
Artificial intelligence is nothing but the automation of various intellectual tasks ordinarily 

or extra-ordinarily performed by human beings, and machine learning is a typical subset 

of it [13]. Machine Learning is all about developing a model that transforms the data and 

the outcome is tested by a loss function. Subsequently, an algorithm may be used for 

adjusting the parameters of the model to reduce the loss. Machine learning has three 

pivotal categories: supervised learning, unsupervised learning, and reinforcement 

learning. In supervised learning, the target variable regarding an input dataset is known 

beforehand (e.g., regression, sequence learning, etc.), whereas the target variable is 

unknown with unsupervised learning (e.g., clustering, dimensionality reduction, etc.). In 

reinforcement learning, an intelligent agent capable of interacting with the external 

environment is developed (e.g., robotics, etc.). Deep Learning is probably the most 

happening derivative of machine learning in today’s context. To solve a difficult problem 

properly, one has to concentrate on the minute details of the same. After going through a 

lot of trial and error, one may come up with a better solution for the problem at hand. The 

same process goes on when someone uses machine learning to solve a problem. Here, 

human intelligence is mapped onto the machine. If the problem is complex and if a better 

solution is needed, a better technique should be used. Deep Learning is inevitably the 

digital replica of such a deep thought process. Deep Learning models have outperformed 

the traditional Artificial Neural Network (ANN) and other machine-learning techniques 

in computerized vision [14], [15]. A machine learning model par excellence can easily be 

developed by using Deep Neural Networks (DNN) as it uses deeper convolutional layers 

[16]. DNN also distributes the number of neurons along the spatial dimensions (Figure 

4). Thus DNN becomes more conducive for image processing than the conventional 

Artificial Neural Network (ANN) methods which may suffer from problems like a huge 

number of dot products, inflexibility in accommodating large numbers of hidden layers, 

etc.  



 
 

  (a) 

Figure 4: (a) A regular 3

dimensions [Source: https://cs231n.github.io/convolutional

Structure of a typical DNN

moves across the pixels 

Linear Units (RELU) 

down-sampling operation and 

(Figure 5).  

Figure 5: Conventional structure of a DNN model [Source: https://in.mathworks.com/]

1.5 Objective  
The primary aim of the 

detecting malignant tumors more accurately than 

pivotal technique used 

techniques including the traditional Artificial Neural Network (ANN) cannot be left 

unturned. The research work

machine learning algorithms

objective gives birth to other auxiliary objectives such as 

formulation of segmentati

processing, training & testing of CAD models, and evaluation of results 

the problem at hand is to identify malignant tumors by using biomedical imaging 

techniques and by developing a useful machine learning model. The 

the research work are enumerated as:

a) To acquire tumor image data from
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: (a) A regular 3-layer Neural Network (b) A CNN where the neurons are arranged in three 

dimensions [Source: https://cs231n.github.io/convolutional-networks/]

tructure of a typical DNN: INPUT layer injects the pixel values, CONVOLUTION

moves across the pixels adjoining to input and decides regarding the 

Linear Units (RELU) acts as layer-wise activation function, POOLING

sampling operation and Fully Connected (FC) layer compute

: Conventional structure of a DNN model [Source: https://in.mathworks.com/]

of the research work is to develop a machine learning model capable of 

detecting malignant tumors more accurately than the existing ones

used in the research work. However, other leading machine learning 

techniques including the traditional Artificial Neural Network (ANN) cannot be left 

research work has hence looked for the improved varieties of the orthodox 

machine learning algorithms, including various deep learning methods. The primary 

objective gives birth to other auxiliary objectives such as acquiring 

segmentation strategy, feature extraction, database preparation, 

processing, training & testing of CAD models, and evaluation of results 

the problem at hand is to identify malignant tumors by using biomedical imaging 

veloping a useful machine learning model. The 

enumerated as: 

acquire tumor image data from a reliable repository and to preprocess them;

 

 (b) 

CNN where the neurons are arranged in three 

networks/] 

the pixel values, CONVOLUTION layer 

to input and decides regarding the output, Rectified 

wise activation function, POOLING layer performs a 

) layer computes the class scores 

: Conventional structure of a DNN model [Source: https://in.mathworks.com/] 

is to develop a machine learning model capable of 

existing ones. Deep learning is the 

. However, other leading machine learning 

techniques including the traditional Artificial Neural Network (ANN) cannot be left 

has hence looked for the improved varieties of the orthodox 

including various deep learning methods. The primary 

acquiring tumor image data, 

database preparation, data pre-

processing, training & testing of CAD models, and evaluation of results got. In a nutshell, 

the problem at hand is to identify malignant tumors by using biomedical imaging 

veloping a useful machine learning model. The overall objectives of 

reliable repository and to preprocess them; 
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b) To plan  an optimal image segmentation strategy by studying the existing 

methods; 

c) To extract features from the segmented images and to prepare a dataset; 

d) To pre-process the final dataset; 

e) To carry out experiments with different machine learning method; 

f) To develop a semi-automated deep learning model; 

g) To further develop a fully automated deep learning model; 

h) To test the results got and to compare the results; 

1.6 The Workflow 
It is a very challenging task to develop an effective automated system that may accurately 

classify malignant tumors. A holistic approach requires a series of distinct tasks to be 

performed carefully. The research work has been started with one particular type of 

tumor, and a model has been formulated for predicting various stages of such a tumor. 

Once the model gets established as a less costly yet effective way of predicting the 

concerned tumor-stage, it has been applied to classify other types of tumors. The 

workflow of the overall thesis is as follows (Figure 6): 

 

 
Figure 6: The workflow of the present study 

1.6.1 Image Data Acquisition  
The image dataset is retrieved from an open, authentic repository (TCIA) having 

accompanied by sound clinical information and endorsed by a team of eminent doctors 

and scientists. This has increased the reliability of the study and its outcome. After 

acquiring the dataset, several image processing operations have been applied to the 

dataset. This fine-tunes the image dataset and gets them ready for future steps. 

1.6.2 Image Segmentation 
The pre-processed image dataset has been used to fetch the specific Region of Interest 

(RoI). Thus, image segmentation operations have been carried out to extract the tumor 

part from the image. 

Image Data 
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n 
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1.6.3 Feature Extraction 
The segmented image has been used for feature extraction. Different tumors have 

different image patterns, and those patterns have been recorded as features or attributes in 

a data file.  

1.6.4 Database Preparation 
The clinical information retrieved from the repository has been clubbed with the data file 

and one target variable is set for classification. As different cancer has different 

histological categories, a standard way of classification has been used in the study. In this 

way, different tumors could be included in the study. The data file has a cross-platform 

compatible extension i.e. Comma Separated Value (CSV). Once the target variable is set, 

the data file is analyzed for finding out if any discrepancies are there. The dataset might 

have missing values or it might be unbalanced. Such discrepancies have been removed 

and important attributes are considered during classification.  

1.6.5 Classification 
The system has been bifurcated into a semi-automated and fully automated system. The 

present study explores both avenues, one after another. A semi-automated system 

undergoes many distinct steps to accomplish the classification task. Both the orthodox 

machine-learning methods and their improved varieties have been applied for classifying 

tumors. Deep learning has been the most widespread technology that has been used for 

biomedical image classification. A new model has been derived through experimentation 

and used in the study. In contrast, the fully automated approach does not need much prior 

processing. Images with proper tagging are fed directly into the model and training & test 

results are recorded. 

1.6.6 Evaluation 
The final mode of the system has been determined as per different candidates’ respective 

accuracy levels of prediction and performance concerning other evaluation metrics. 

Results obtained have been evaluated in the light of different statistical metrics, and the 

outcome is compared with other models used in the study. This depicts the efficacy of the 

newly formed model. A tradeoff is set between the delay characteristic of the semi-

automated method and the resource constraints of the fully automated method.  
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1.7 Outline of the thesis 
First, an appropriate medical imaging modality has been selected. There are many options 

available, but the selected modality has to have an edge over others so that the candidate 

tumor may get identified perfectly. Sometimes it becomes tough to separate tumors from 

body organs due to physical and bio-chemical deceptiveness. The model developed in the 

present study helps in overcoming such problems. A set of tumor images are fed into the 

deep learning model which, upon sufficient training, yields validated test results. The 

dataset prepared is also compatible across different platforms. In this way several tools 

and techniques could be applied on the dataset as and when required. The thesis has been 

divided into the following ten chapters:  

Chapter-1: Introduction. In this chapter, the importance of the present work has been 

discussed. It also contains brief descriptions regarding tumor categories, medical imaging 

techniques, medical imaging databases, and machine learning techniques. Here, the 

objective of the study and the workflow has been discussed. At last, the outline of the 

thesis has been depicted.  

Chapter-2: Deep Learning: An Overview. In this chapter, a detailed mathematical 

description regarding various ANN and DNN techniques used in the study has been 

introduced. This includes techniques like a Convolutional Neural Network (CNN), a two-

Dimensional Convolutional Neural Network (2-D CNN), and Recurrent Neural Network 

(RNN), etc.  

Chapter-3: Review of Literature. This chapter surveys the existing literature connected 

to the automated prognosis of malignant tumors. It includes eight types of cancers such as 

Lung Cancer, Breast Cancer, Bladder Cancer, Renal Cancer, Liver Cancer, Thyroid 

Cancer, Uterine Cancer, and Head & Neck Cancer. Studies done with each type of cancer 

during the last ten years have been reviewed and the research gap has been identified 

accordingly. 

Chapter-4: Image Acquisition. In this chapter, first, the imaging modalities have been 

selected as per their respective relevance and availability. From different databases, a 

series of DICOM images have been retrieved. Each database represents a particular genre 

of a tumor. Stored images are pre-processed to get them ready for feeding in the 

segmentation phase. The set of images thus collected is a diversified mix in terms of the 
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originating organ of the tumor, tumor types, treatment strategy, scanner modality, 

treatment outcome, and demography of patients. An image database thus prepared is 

having a mixed genotype and phenotype i.e. varied hereditary structure and observed 

properties. 

Chapter-5: Image Segmentation. In this chapter, the existing literature has been 

surveyed to determine contemporary segmentation strategies. The study has also 

compared the performance of the existing image segmentation methods. Later on, an 

optimal image segmentation strategy has been planned. The segmented tumor regions are 

extracted from the concerned DICOM images as accurately as possible.  

Chapter-6: Feature Extraction. In this chapter, scalable features suitable for machine 

learning have been derived from a pool of segmented images. Traditional feature 

extraction techniques, and their hybrids, have been applied to extract features.  

Chapter-7: Database Preparation. In this chapter, extracted features are further pre-

processed and a final dataset is prepared by clubbing them with the clinical information 

fetched from the TCIA repository. Experiments are performed in a stratified manner 

where each stratum embeds a different target variable into the dataset. Such target 

variables are the identifiers helpful in staging and grading of tumors.  

Chapter-8: Development of a One-dimensional CNN. In this chapter, prolonged 

experiments have been carried out with the final dataset. Both standard machine learning 

algorithms and their improved varieties are triggered. The same procedure has been 

applied with varied deep learning methodologies. Experiments are conducted with 

different hyper-parameter options available with these algorithms. Thus, a semi-

automated system has been developed. It can diagnose malignant tumors with an 

improved level of accuracy. The semi-automated system is lightweight in terms of 

consuming resources. Such an approach is very useful where Graphical Processing Units 

(GPUs), cloud services, etc. are scarce or not easily affordable.  

Chapter-9: Development of a Two-dimensional CNN. In this chapter, a fully 

automated system has been developed. A fully automated system does not require image 

segmentation and needs only fewer pre-processing. A two-dimensional CNN along with 

bi-directional Long Short Term Memory (LSTM) has been used here. The model has 
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been further improved by introducing a new technique called a deep recurrent ensemble 

of branched residual neural networks. 

Chapter-10: Results & Discussion. In this chapter, the results obtained from the 

experiments performed are evaluated by various standard statistical measures as 

applicable. The evaluation results derived from different models are compared with each 

other. Such a comparison creates the opportunity to decide on a new deep learning model, 

which acts as a remedy to the problem at hand. This exhibits not only the relevance of the 

new model but will also show how the work may be carried out in the days to come. 

1.8 Conclusion 
The introductory chapter depicts both the concept behind the research work and ways 

how the concept has been materialized. It shows the need for carrying out such work. In 

this chapter, the categorization of tumors has been described and different medical 

imaging techniques have also been discussed. Various relevant imagery databases and 

machine learning techniques have also been narrated successively. These discussions 

show in how many ways tumors may be classified and which medical imaging techniques 

may be incorporated in the study. The narration also demonstrates different modalities of 

imaging databases and the utility of machine learning algorithms in classifying tumors. 

The objective of the study explains the need for carrying out the present research work. 

The workflow enumerates numerous tasks that are being performed during the lifetime of 

the study, from data collection to evaluation of outcome. The outline of the thesis has 

also been included to demarcate different chapters and their short descriptions. In short, 

the chapter introduces the basic driving forces behind the present research work. 
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that allow communication between dendrites and axons by diffus
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Figure 8: Structure of a typical Perceptron 
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relationships of variables are preserved and multiclass problems may also be solved 

The mathematical expression of MLP is: 

  

Where X is the input vector; W is the weight vector; b is the bias; 

layer number; O is the output and f (…) is the non-linear activation

: Structure of a typical Multilayer Perceptron with four inputs, a single hidden layer with 

nodes and three output classes [26] 

Thus, a typical artificial neural network comprises the input layer

hidden layers and the final output layer. The normal flow of ANN is called feed

pass where the input is injected and the output is derived by following the sam

If the general form of ANN is considered as Y=WX+b, it may be understood that 

change in any weight or bias causes a small change in output. 
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          … Equation 2.1.2 

Where X is the input vector; W is the weight vector; b is the bias; l is the corresponding 

linear activation function. 
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be understood that a small 
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Figure 10: Backpropagation in Neural Network [27] 

Thus, the output gets updated with the help of partial derivation and this technique is 
called backpropagation [28]. The adjusted output is calculated as: 

output  ∑ ∆𝑤 + ∆𝑏           … Equation 2.1.3 

Accordingly, the minimization of loss leads to generate optimized weight and bias: 

w*, b* = argmin , 𝐿(𝑤, 𝑏)              … Equation 2.1.4  

In this way, a more improved version of the neural network model can be developed. 

2.2 Activation Functions 

Different activation functions are used in different layers as per convention. Activation 

functions are responsible for non-linear transformation and final prediction. 

2.2.1 Rectified Linear Unit (ReLU) 

ReLU does element-wise activation and are mainly used in intermediate hidden layers 
and expressed as: 

ReLU(x) = max (0, x)           … Equation 2.2.1.1  

If the input is negative, the output is zero and if the input is positive, the output is 1. 

2.2.2 Sigmoid 

The sigmoid function transforms an input having the domain (-inf, inf) to some values 
having the range (0, 1): 

Sigmoid(x)=1/(1+e-x) where x ϵR         … Equation 2.2.2.1                                                                                                                             
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2.2.3 Tanh 
The tanh or hyperbolic tangent function transforms the input to some values in the range 
(-1, 1): 

Tanh(x) = (1-e-2x)/ (1+e2x)          … Equation 2.2.3.1 

2.2.4 Softmax 
The most popular activation is the softmax method, which is used typically for detecting 

the most likely class from the final layer outcome. In other words, it measures the 

probability of the result got from the final layer. By using equation 2.1.2, the class may 

be predicted as: 

Ŷ=softmax (O)            … Equation 2.2.4.1 

In equation 2.2.4.1, O is the final layer output and Ŷ is the probability score which may 

be further expressed as: 

Ŷi = (exp (oi)/j exp (oj))                                                                        … Equation 2.2.4.2 

Where, oi is the relative levels of confidence for belongingness to each class i and 0< Ŷi 

<1. The most likely class may be found by 

𝚤̂(o) = argmax 𝑜 = argmax Ŷ          … Equation 2.2.4.3 

2.3 Loss Function 
In machine learning, data is the raw fact a model learns from. A model shows how to 

transform the data into processed information. A loss function measures the inefficiency 

of the model. The pivotal objective is to update the model’s parameters and to minimize 

the loss by invoking an algorithm. The most common losses are L1 loss or mean absolute 

loss between actual and predicted values: 

l(y,y')= ∑ |𝑦 − 𝑦 |              … Equation 2.3.1 

and L2 loss or mean squared loss between actual and predicted values: 

l(y,y')= ∑ (𝑦 − 𝑦 )               … Equation 2.3.2 

The most popular loss function for the multiclass classification problem is the cross-

entropy loss. This concept has come from entropy, which measures how many bits of 

information are contained in data. The entropy of a probability distribution p is calculated 

as: 

𝐻[𝑝] = ∑ −𝑝(𝑗) log  𝑝(𝑗)             … Equation 2.3.3 
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Similarly, the cross-entropy loss is measured as: 

L(Y, Y’) = - j Yj log Y’j                … Equation 2.3.4  

Where Y is the surrogate truth and Y’ is the predicted value. Thus the ultimate goal is to 

minimize the negative log-likelihood or to maximize the accuracy. 

L*(Y, Y’) = 𝑎𝑟𝑔min
Ŷ

∑ 𝐻[𝑝(𝑌 ), 𝑝(𝑌′ )]            … Equation 2.3.5 

2.4 Convolutional Neural Network 
ANNs and other machine learning techniques have been successfully applied in various 

fields [29], [30], [31], but there are a few major limitations of such techniques. ANNs and 

other leading machine learning methods must pass through a data pre-processing phase 

followed by a manual feature extraction curriculum. These make not only them sub-

optimal but also make them highly resource-consuming methods, especially in case of 

complicated technical applications. For example, in computer vision data typically takes 

the form of matrices having arranged in more than one axis. In such cases, numbers of 

dot products also increase significantly while using ANN. On the other hand, a 

Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) reduces the number of dot products by bifurcating 

them along the spatial dimensions. There is also a limitation on the number of hidden 

layers that a typical ANN can accommodate [32]. With the help of advanced hardware 

setup such as cloud services, Graphical Processing Units (GPUs), etc. CNNs have 

surpassed such resource constraints. With deeper hidden layers, CNNs can achieve higher 

accuracy levels than other machine learning techniques. Unlike traditional machine 

learning methods, CNNs can automatically pre-process data and extract features. It can 

even reduce data dimensions automatically. CNNs are also equipped with transfer 

learning where pre-trained networks are employed for problem-solving. Transfer learning 

techniques such as LetNet or AlexNet can drastically reduce the long learning trail 

typically found in ANNs. All these characteristics have made deep learning an automatic 

choice for the data scientists.  

2.4.1 Tensor 
Data used in deep learning is called a tensor. The number of axes of a tensor is called its 

rank. Thus, a tensor having a single number such as a primary variable is called a scalar 

or a zero-dimensional tensor. A list of numbers is called a vector or a one-dimensional 
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tensor. An array of vectors is called matrix or two-dimensional tensor. An array of 

matrices is called a three-dimensional tensor and so on. An array of vectors or rank1 

tensor has a shape (samples, features). Similarly, a rank2 tensor or 3D tensor takes a 

shape like (samples, timesteps, features) such as time-series data. Rank3 or 4D tensor’s 

shape is (samples, height, width, numbers of color channels), e.g. images. Videos are 5D 

or rank4 tensors with shape (samples, frames, height, width, channel).  

2.4.2 Image Processing  

In image processing, an image takes the form of a matrix. A convolutional model having 

an input image array of dimension (h*w) with c channels and l layers may be defined as 

[23]: 

𝐻 
 [i, j, l] = ∑ ∑ ∑   𝑊[𝑎, 𝑏, 𝑐, 𝑙].∆

∆ 𝑋[𝑖 − 𝑎, 𝑗 − 𝑏, 𝑐]∆
∆                 … Equation 2.4.2.1 

In equation 2.4.2.1, X [i, j] and H [i, j] represent pixel location (i, j) of an image and 

hidden state or activation, respectively; W stands for the weight tensor; a and b are 

convolutional offsets running all over the input images and belong to the range [-∆, ∆]. 

The output shape [nh-kh+1]*[nw-kw+1] is given by the difference (+1 is the bias) between 

the input shape [nh*nw] and the convolutional kernel shape [kh*kw]. Then, by considering 

ci as input channels and co as output channels, the output shape will be ci*co*[nh-

kh+1]*[nw-kw+1]                                                                                      … Equation 2.4.2.2  

In a convolution layer, an input array and a kernel/filter array are clubbed together to 
produce the output. An element-wise multiplication takes place here to yield a Sum of 
Product (SoP). 

 

Figure 11: A 2-dimensional convolutional operation 

In figure 11, the convolution begins with the top-left corner i.e. coordinate (0, 0) of the 

input array and it continues sliding from top to bottom and left to right. An element-wise 

multiplication takes place between the kernel array and the input sub-array of equal 

dimension. The output is summed up and thus the output array takes the equal shape as 
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that of the kernel. For example, the first element of the output matrix is calculated as = 

1*1+2*2+4*3+5*4=37. 

Many times the output array becomes much smaller after a series of convolutional 

operations. This may cause losing pixels on the boundary regions of input mages and this 

may also affect the classification task. Padding resolves this issue by adding extra pixels 

having 0 values around the boundary region of the input image. The output shape 

becomes [nh-kh+ph+1]*[nw-kw+pw+1] where the padding dimension is (ph, pw).  

 

Figure 12: A 2-Dimensional convolutional operation with padding  

In figure 12, the first element of the output matrix is determined by summing up the 

result of element-wise multiplication between the top-left sliding window and the filter 

array = 0*1+0*2+0*3+1*4=4. The same operation continues and the whole output matrix 

is formed accordingly.  

Another problem arises when the input image is too heavy. It may not be very easy to 

continue working with such unwieldy input. In these cases, strides help to reduce the 

resolution of the input image. Unlike the normal sliding operation where all the array 

elements are considered while convoluting, strides skip a few pixels and down-sample 

the image. 

  

Figure 13: A 2-Dimensional convolutional operation with padding and strides  
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In figure 13, convolution has started from the top-left corner as usual. A stride of 2 has 

been used for both the width and the height. Thus, when the second element of the first 

column has to be decided, two columns are skipped (0*1+4*2+0*3+7*4=36). Similarly, 

when the second element of the first row has to be decided, two rows are skipped 

(0*1+0*2+2*3+3*4=18). The typical output shape becomes [(nh-kh+ph+sh+1)/sh]*[(nw-

kw+pw+sw+1)/sw] where sh is the stride for height and sw is the stride for width. For 

multiple input and output channels, the same Sum of Products (SoP) form is being 

maintained. The output shape with ci as input and co as output channels is ci*co*[(nh-

kh+ph+sh+1)/sh]*[(nw-kw+pw+sw+1)/sw]. 

When the input passes through convolutional hidden layers, it is down-sampled by using 

pooling layers. There are mainly two types of pooling layers: Maxpooling calculates the 

maximum and Average Pooling calculates an average value from the pooling window, 

respectively.  

 

 

Figure 14: Maximum pooling with a 2X2 pooling window  

In figure 14, the first output element calculated as max (1, 2, 4, 5) = 5. This is an 

important technique of deep neural network as it automatically reduces the 

dimensionality of the input and keeps important features for the next iterations.  

2.5 Recurrent Neural Network 
Unlike CNN which does not have a memory, a Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) has a 

feedback loop that can memorize the earlier incidents. Thus, a recurrent network can 

learn from its previous iterations and may be defined as: 

𝐻  =  ∅(𝑋   𝑊 + 𝐻   𝑊 +  𝑏 )           … Equation 2.5.1 

In equation 2.5.1, Ht is the hidden state at time t; ø is the activation function; Xt, (t=1, …, 

T) is the mini-batch of instances with sample size n and d inputs at tth iteration; Wxh is the 
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weight parameter where h is the number of hidden states; Ht-1 is the hidden state from the 

previous time-step along with its weight parameter Whh; bh is the bias parameter.  

In equation 2.5.2, Ot depicts the output (q is the number of outputs): 

𝑂 = 𝐻 𝑊 + 𝑏                     ... Equation 2.5.2 

Figure 15: A simple Recurrent Neural Network [https://github.com/fchollet/deep-learning-with-python-

notebooks] 

In figure 15, each time-step is the output of the loop at time t. Each time-step t in the 

output tensor contains information about time-steps 0 to t in the input sequence.  

2.6 Conclusion  
In this chapter, various machine learning techniques have been discussed. Different ways 

of machine learning are also illustrated. A brief discussion on Artificial Neural Network 

(ANN) and Deep Learning Network (DNN) has been done. Different varieties of DNN 

have also been described. From the above discussion, it is evident that a deep neural 

network’s benefit is manifold. The present research work has formulated a novel deep 

learning model for the classification of malignant tumors. The model has used CNN as 

the pre-processing technology followed by RNN which learns from the past activity. The 

present research work has moved one step ahead where the model learns from the 

previous as well as future incidents. The present research work used both semi-automated 

and fully-automated methods of classification. In the semi-automated mode, traditional 

machine learning techniques along with ANN have been used. The DNN model 
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introduced in this respect is a one-dimensional Convolutional Neural Network (1D 

CNN). This CNN model is appended with a recurrent network model and this has made 

the model unique. No other model in the literature has ever used such a hybrid model in 

tumor classification. In the fully-automated mode, a two-dimensional CNN (2D CNN) 

have been used. Both sequential and non-sequential options have been exploited. With 

the sequential CNN model, a bidirectional recurrent model has been used. With the non-

sequential model, the same technique has been applied. These models are novel and have 

rarely been witnessed before. The outcome passes through the activation function and the 

most likely class has been predicted for every training and validation instances. Finally, 

the loss has been measured and updated accordingly to optimize it. Thus, the optimal 

model with minimum loss is developed and used for the prediction of malignant tumors. 

Once the prediction is done, the results have been evaluated by various metrics. The 

results have been compared with other models used in the study. The best possible semi-

automated and fully-automated options are finalized according to their performances. 

Both models can challenge any contemporary traditional and advanced models as far as 

tumor classification is concerned. 
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3. Review of Literature1 

any commendable efforts have so far been made to classify tumors in the 

human body. The following review of literature covers an era of 2010 to 

2019 and attempts to describe how significant studies have contributed in 

classifying tumors by using different machine learning methods adopted during the 

specified era. The review includes the nature of work, image modalities employed, 

classification techniques applied, the dataset used and the performance of the concerned 

study.  A few major types of carcinoma have been included in the review: Lung, Breast, 

Bladder, Kidney, Liver, Thyroid, Uterus, and Head & Neck.  

3.1 Lung Cancer 

In 2010, Farag et al. [33] used Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) to classify lung 

nodules. They used the ELCAP database, SURF as the feature descriptor, and PCA as the 

feature selection tool. The highest accuracy achieved was around 82%. In 2012, Song et 

al. [34] trained the SVM classifier. They extracted SIFT features from the ELCAP dataset 

and achieved around 88% accuracy. In 2014, Zhang et al. [35] developed a method for 

classifying subtypes of a lung nodule. A feature set including SIFT, HOG was extracted 

from 379 nodules from the ELCAP dataset. SVM and probabilistic Latent Semantic 

Analysis (pLSA) analysis calculated probabilistic scores. The accuracy achieved was 

about 89%. In the same year, Kuruvilla & Gunavathi [36] did lung cancer classification 

by using an Artificial Neural Network. They used CT image and they extracted the Gray 

Level Co-occurrence Matrix (GLCM) features. The feature selection was accomplished 

by using Principal Component Analysis (PCA). Their model achieved an average 

accuracy of 94%. In 2015, Devinder Kumar et al. [37] did Lung Nodule Classification by 

using Deep Features. They used CT Images from LIDC (TCIA) dataset. The accuracy 

they achieved was near 75%. The system was developed to categorize a candidate tumor 

as either benign or malignant. During 2017, QingZeng Song et al. [38] studied Deep 

Learning for Classification of Lung Nodules. They used CT images from LIDC-IDRI 

(TCIA) database and the accuracy was around 84%. In the same year, Atsushi Teramoto 

et al. [39] classified lung cancer subtypes from cytological images using deep neural 

                                                           
1 Based on author’s publication no. 3 [Appendix C] and no. 8, 9 [Appendix D] 

M
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networks. The study achieved an accuracy of 71%. In 2018, Tafadzwa Lawrence 

Chaunzwa et al. [40] used deep-learning radiomics to predict lung cancer histology. 

LASSO method was applied to CT images and obtained an accuracy of around 75%. In 

the same year, Patrice Monkam et al. [41] studied CNN models discriminating between 

pulmonary micro-nodules and non-nodules. They used CT images from the LIDC-IDRI 

dataset. The system achieved around 88% of accuracy. Manu Sharma et al. [42] also used 

the LIDC-IDRI dataset for early detection of lung cancer during 2018. They used CT 

images and achieved an accuracy nearing 84%. In 2018 only, Mao et al. [43] used a deep 

auto-encoder for transforming local patches into local features and subsequently 

generated global features. The best accuracy attained was about 95%. In the same year, 

Liu et al. [44] trained CNNs for lung nodule classification. For training and testing, 1738 

nodules and 1000 non-nodules were extracted from LIDC-IDRI. Furthermore, 421 

samples were collected from the ELCAP dataset as test cases. The method had an overall 

accuracy rate of 92.3% on LIDC-IDRI and 90.3% on ELCAP. In 2018 only, Shaffie et al. 

[45] also conducted a study on deep learning-based classification of lung nodules. They 

used computed tomography scans from the Lung Image Database Consortium. In 2019, 

Bhatia et al. [46] did lung cancer detection by using Deep Learning Residual Approach 

(DLRA). The accuracy achieved was 84% on LIDC-IRDI dataset. 

3.2 Breast Cancer 
In 2010, Ayer T et al. [47] classified breast cancer by using an ANN model. They used 

mammographic and demographic data of 62219 patients with 10-fold cross-validation. 

The accuracy achieved was around 97%. In 2012, George et al. [48] applied Vector 

Quantization (LVQ) on microscopic images to classify breast tumors and achieved 

around 88% accuracy. In the same year, Swathi et al. [49] used Wisconsin Breast Cancer 

Data (WBCD) to train different neural network structures including Radial Basis 

Function (RBF), General Regression Neural Network (GRNN), Probabilistic Neural 

Network (PNN), Multilayer Perceptron (MLP) model and Back-Propagation Neural 

Network (BPNN). From the comparative study, it was found that the BPNN gave the best 

diagnostic performance of 99.28%. In 2013, Eshlaghy A et al. [50] used Support Vector 

Machines (SVM) with 547 clinical data and the accuracy achieved was 95%. In the same 

year, Azar & El-Said [51] applied three classification algorithms namely, Multi-Layer 
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Perceptron (MLP), Radial Basis Function (RBF), and Probabilistic Neural Networks 

(PNN) to classify breast cancer. They used WBCD and achieved 96% accuracy. In 2014, 

Seema Singh et al. [52] also used the WBCD database and investigated two variants of 

the back-propagation algorithm with three and four layers of neural networks. They 

achieved an accuracy of around 97%. During 2015, B. Singh et al [53] evaluated 

performances of some popular feature normalization techniques on breast tumor 

classification using ultrasound images. They used SVM and MLP with gradient descent 

or back-propagation and achieved an accuracy of about 84%. In 2015, Onan [54] 

employed Fuzzy-Rough Nearest Neighbor (FRNN) on mammograms and achieved 99% 

accuracy. During 2016, Huynh et al. [55] used transfer learning (CNN) to classify breast 

tumors as benign or malignant. They used 219 images, and the achieved AUC was 0.86. 

In 2017, Dhungel et al. [56] also employed CNN for mass detection. They used the public 

INbreast dataset containing 410 multiview images. The accuracy achieved was 90% and 

the sensitivity was 98%. In 2018, Xu et al. [57] used CNN and INbreast dataset to 

estimate breast density and the accuracy achieved was approximately 93%. Their 

classification endeavor was limited to benign and malignant tumor categorization.  

3.3 Bladder Cancer 
In 2015, Wang et al. [58] showed that Extreme Learning Machine (ELM) and 

Regularized ELM had more 0.8 sensitivity and specificity in predicting the mortality rate 

of bladder cancer patients after a radical cystectomy. In 2017, Xu et al. [59] did the tumor 

classification based on multiparametric MRI radiomic features for accurate 

differentiation between NMIBC and MIBC and got an AUC of 0.8610. In 2018, Ikeda et 

al. [60] trained CNN to distinguish between bladder tumors and healthy urothelium. They 

used a pre-trained network with 1.2 million images from the ImageNet data set. The 

outcome was 93.0% sensitivity and 83.7% specificity. In the same year, Eminaga et al. 

[61] used 18681 images from 479 cystoscopy videos. Their Xception-based model 

achieved an accuracy score of 99.52% while classifying the cystoscopic images. In 

another study of bladder cancer prediction during 2018, Cha et al. [62] investigated 123 

subjects, and the AUC obtained was 0.8, whereas the assessment of doctors had an AUC 

of 0.74. In 2019, Shkolyar et al. [63] used deep CNNs (TUMNet) to detect bladder 

papillary tumors from cystoscopic videos of 100 patients. The work was reported with 
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90% sensitivity. In the same year, Zheng et al. [64] extracted radiomic features and used 

the radiomic-clinical nomogram to serve as an auxiliary tool for bladder cancer 

classification. Their experiments with the validation set showed an AUC of 0.876. In 

2019 only, Lin et al. [65] integrated radiomics and transcriptomics to predict the 

progression-free interval (PFI) of bladder cancer patients. The radiomics risk model 

achieved an AUC of 0.956 and the transcriptomics risk model achieved an AUC of 0.948.  

3.4 Renal Cancer 
In 2017, Ing et al. [66] used a 2-step machine learning framework for quantitative 

imaging of tumor vasculature to get a prognostic gene signature. They also used the 

Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA) data. Quantification of the vascular area helps in 

retrieving of 9 vascular attributes that predicted disease-free-survival. Two linear models 

with regularization bifurcated independent groups having 301 cases into good and poor 

disease-free survival groups. The AUC achieved was about 0.79. In 2018, Ali et al. [67] 

did a kidney cancer subtype classification using genome data. Features were extracted by 

Neighbourhood Component Analysis (NCA), and Long Short Term Memory (LSTM) 

was used to classify a given miRNA sample into kidney cancer subtypes. The Cancer 

Genome Atlas data repository (TCGA) was used, and the accuracy achieved was around 

95%. In the same year, Bektas et al. [68] used machine learning-based CT texture 

analysis for prediction of Fuhrman Nuclear Grade of Clear Cell Renal Cell Carcinoma. 

The classifiers used were Support Vector Machines (SVM), Multi-Layer Perceptron 

(MLP), Naïve Bayes, k-Nearest Neighbors, and Random Forest. It was observed that 

SVM attained the highest predictive performance and correctly classified approximately 

85% of nuclear grades with an AUC of 0.86. During 2019, many major developments 

took place in the field of automated classification of renal cancers. Han et al. [69] did a 

renal cancer subtype classification by using the deep learning method. A dataset was built 

from 169 renal cancer cases. The study showed around 85% of accuracy and 0.9 AUC. 

Zhou et al. [70] employed a deep learning model pre-trained by ImageNet dataset to 

classify renal tumors into benign and malignant. 192 cases (CT images) were used and 

the highest accuracy achieved was 93%. Tabibu et al. [71] used CNN to predict renal 

cancer histology subtypes and survival outcomes. The accuracy achieved was about 94%. 

Tian et al. [72] did the grading of renal carcinoma. The Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA) 
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was used as the data repository. The Lasso model applied on 26 features, classified grade 

with 84.6% sensitivity, and 81.3% specificity in the test set. Kocak et al. [73] used 

machine learning-based CT texture analysis in predicting the mutation status of the gene 

encoding in renal cell carcinoma. The two machine learning models used were ANN and 

Random Forest. Random Forest achieved a better AUC of 0.98 than ANN, which 

achieved an AUC of 0.92. Rajendran et al. [74] did a computer-assisted radiologic 

assessment for the identification of tumor roughness as a method to predict renal cancer 

subtypes during 2019.  

3.5 Liver Cancer 
In 2011, Preis et al. [75] detected metastatic liver malignancy by using deep learning 

along with PET/CT images and ended up with an accuracy of 90.5%. In 2015, Kim et al. 

(76) detected liver cancer with an accuracy of 99.19 % by using a neural network and 

98.19 % by using a fuzzy neural network. In 2017, Vivanti et al. [77] tried to detect new 

liver tumors by using deep learning and CT images. The study included 246 tumors of 

which 97 were new tumors and the accuracy achieved was 86%. In 2018, Sabut et al. [78] 

did liver cancer subtype classification by using 225 CT images. After tumor segmentation 

by Gaussian Mixture Model and the watershed model, various texture features were 

extracted and fed into a Deep Neural Network (DNN) classifier. The study claimed to 

achieve a classification accuracy of 99.38%, after 200 epochs of training. In the same 

year, Ben-Cohen et al. [79] proposed CNN for the detection of liver metastasis in CT 

examinations of the liver. The method involved a convolutional neural network based 

classification. A total of 20 subjects having a total of 68 lesions formed the training set. 

For validation purposes, 14 cases with an overall 55 lesions were included. The true 

positive rate was 94.6% with 2.9 false positive per case. In 2018 only, Bharti et al. [80] 

proposed a model to differentiate between chronic liver and cirrhosis and the presence of 

Hepato-Cellular Carcinoma (HCC). The system was based on higher-order features. The 

proposed CNN feature was able to differentiate four liver stages and the classification 

accuracy of the model was 96.6%. During 2018, Frid-Adar et al. [81] used medical 

images for improving the performance of CNN based medical image classification. They 

used limited data of CT images of 182 liver lesions for generating synthetic medical 

images by employing Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs). They compared 
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classification performance with synthetic data augmentation and classic data 

augmentation. The classification performance yielded 78.6% sensitivity and 88.4% 

specificity. In the same year, Sato et al. [82] predicted hepatocellular carcinoma using 

real-world data containing 539 and 1043 patients with and without HCC. The gradient 

boosting attained the highest predictive accuracy of 87.34% and an AUC of 0.94. In 2019 

only, Romero et al. [83] adopted an end-to-end approach of deep learning incorporating 

feature extraction of the residual connections. Fully connected layers with pre-trained 

ImageNet weights were integrated as a classifier to provide a probabilistic output of liver 

lesion type. The accuracy achieved was 96%.  

3.6 Thyroid Cancer 
In 2014, Ding et al. [84] employed a Support Vector Machines (SVM) on the thyroid B-

mode ultrasound images to classify the lesion. The accuracy achieved was about 97%. In 

2016, Hongxun et al. [85] did a study to construct classifier models for differentiating 

malignant from benign thyroid nodules by including 970 patients reviewed by 

radiologists and nodules were graded according to a five-tier scoring system. 

Radiologists’ diagnosis achieved an accuracy of 88.66%, and the radial basis function 

(RBF)–Neural Network (NN) achieved a sensitivity of 92.31%. In the same year, Razia 

& Rao [86] reviewed the performances of machine learning techniques for thyroid 

disease detection. They discussed the contribution of different neural network modeling 

techniques in identifying hypothyroid diseases over the past two decades. They observed 

that the Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) algorithm gave the highest accuracy of 

99.62% with 6-fold cross-validation. In 2017, Torab-Miandoab et al. [87] applied image 

enhancement, image segmentation, and feature extraction to determine cold thyroid 

nodules automatically with 99% accuracy. In 2018, Farihah et al. [88] evaluated the 

consistency of the ultrasound classification system in predicting thyroid malignancy. A 

total of 91 patients were eligible and correlation of the classification with pathology 

results was assessed. The accuracy achieved was 93%. In 2019, Park et al. [89] developed 

an ultrasound-based deep learning model for the prognosis of thyroid nodules and 

compared its performance with those of a Support Vector Machines (SVM)-based model 

and radiologists’ diagnosis. Images of 4919 thyroid nodules were used and the diagnostic 

performance was evaluated by using logistic regression. It showed overall comparable 
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diagnostic performance with radiologists and assessed thyroid nodules more effectively 

without loss of sensitivity. In the same year, Wang et al. [90] classified histological 

subtypes of thyroid tumors by using 11,715 fragmented images. Using the test set, VGG-

19 yielded a better average diagnostic accuracy of 97%, whereas, the Inception-ResNet-

v2 achieved an accuracy of 94% for all the malignant types. In 2019 only, Zhang et al. 

[91] used a random forest algorithm to diagnose thyroid nodules. The model performed 

better (AUC = 0.924) than radiologist diagnosis (AUC=0.834) on conventional 

ultrasound.  

3.7 Uterine Cancer  
Long back in 2002, Clark et al. [92] had reviewed 56 studies on endometrial cancer. 

Heterogeneity of diagnostic performance was found significant and was not explained by 

either study setting or study quality. In 2014, Tseng et al. [93] used SVM to predict the 

recurrence of cervical cancer. They used clinical data of 168 patients and achieved an 

accuracy of 68%. In the same year, Patil et al. [94] extracted calcification features and 

used ANN & SVM to diagnose uterine cancer. Although the study claimed to increase 

the accuracy level, it lacked proper utilization of evaluation metrics. In 2018, Malek et al. 

[95] proposed a computer-assisted method for distinguishing uterine sarcoma from 

leiomyomas by using perfusion-weighted magnetic resonance imaging. They used data of 

42 patients and obtained an accuracy of around 92%. In 2019, Sun et al. [96] developed a 

CADx by using CNN and attention mechanisms (HIEnet). They predicted subtypes of the 

endometrial tumor with an accuracy of about 84%. In the same year, Akter et al. [97] 

performed machine learning analysis using 38 RNA-sequence and 80 enrichment-based 

DNA methylation datasets. Several biomarker genes were recognized by machine-

learning experiments. They employed several machine learning techniques like SVM, 

Random Forest, etc. They recommended a generalized linear model for feature space 

reduction and classification performance maximization. In the same year, Santhi et al. 

[98] used a deep convolutional neural network for malignancy detection in uterine 

cancer. Contour extracted images showed an accuracy of 92.14% in a 5-class problem. In 

a review during 2019, Njoku et al. [99] observed that tissue specimens are limited by the 

invasiveness and unacceptability of current sampling techniques. They concluded that 
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studies developing valuable biomarkers for endometrial cancer detection should utilize 

the potential of endometrial fluids sampled using non-invasive methodologies.   

3.8 Head & Neck Cancer 
In 2017, Halicek et al. [100] developed a CNN classifier to detect head and neck cancer 

by using Hyperspectral imaging. The classifier was able to differentiate between normal 

and cancer affected tissue with 81% accuracy. In the same year, Ma et al. [101] proposed 

another CNN based model. The model could distinguish between normal and cancerous 

tissues with an average accuracy of 91%. They also used Hyperspectral imaging, but the 

test subjects were 12 tumor-bearing mice. In 2018, Gupta & Malhi [102] used 26019 CT 

scan images from TCIA and employed a deep learning framework to detect head & neck 

tumors. They used fuzzy c means image segmentation technique and extracted Gray 

Level Co-Occurrence Matrix (GLCM) features. Their claimed accuracy was 98.8%, 

although the method they followed was not fully automated. In the same year, Lo et al. 

[103] claimed to have 100% accuracy in predicting metastasis of a malignant tumor. 

They proposed a Support Vector Machines (SVM) based method called Pred-Meta. The 

data set used in the study had 75 samples from 70 patients of head and neck cancer 

provided by the Taipei Veterans General Hospital of Taiwan. Nevertheless, they did not 

demonstrate enough statistical evidence to support their claim. Li et al. [104] trained 

Artificial Neural Network, K Nearest Neighbor, and Support Vector Machine to detect 

recurrence patterns in nasopharyngeal carcinoma with 306 subjects. The best performing 

model was an artificial neural network with an AUC score of 0.812. In 2019, Halicek et 

al. [105] did a study for differentiating head & neck squamous cell carcinoma from 

normal tissues by using CNN. They considered 156 cases and achieved an AUC of 0.916. 

In the same year, Diamant et al. [106] used deep learning to predict clinical outcome of 

head & neck cancer. The treatment outcome was predicted by using CNN. A total of 300 

cases from TCIA were considered and the AUC achieved was 0.92. Ma et al. [107] used 

adaptive deep learning for differentiating between benign and malignant head & neck 

tumors. An auto-encoder network was trained and the model had achieved a sensitivity of 

92.32% and a specificity of 91.31%. However, the study carried out was an animal-based 

one. 
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3.9 Research Gap 
From the above review it has been observed that, on a considerable number of occasions, 

in-vivo or non-invasive approaches have successfully challenged the in-vitro or invasive 

diagnosis of tumors. Machine learning, especially, deep learning has emerged as a 

seminal tool for CAD-based tumor prognosis. Researchers have so far concentrated on 

the classification of any particular type of tumor according to the originating organ [108] 

. This has indeed elevated the performance of domain-specific classification of tumors; 

the efforts related to the classification of heterogeneous tumors have been rarely 

witnessed. Most of the studies have ended up with a binary classification of tumors and 

tried to figure out whether the tumor was malignant or benign. These binary classification 

tasks have yielded higher accuracy; the methods are yet to be tested against a multiclass 

problem such as AJCC staging. The initiative to automate the TNM staging or 

histopathological grading has not been frequently seen.  Although the histological 

subtypes of the tumor are being identified in several cases, those cases are also based on 

some particular organ. It has also been observed that studies done earlier were based on 

some single mode of imaging, in most of the cases; these were based on the CT scan. 

Studies based on multimodal imaging techniques are very less in number. In many cases, 

the data are not clinically endorsed and the sample size is also insignificant. Even in the 

case of deep learning, many researchers have used the transfer learning technique [109] 

which needs GPU or cloud computing support. Consequently, these studies gave birth to 

huge resource consuming architecture. On the other hand, a few worked with orthodox 

machine learning techniques [110]. In today’s context, those standard methods may 

hardly find themselves useful in the concerned field of study. Thus, there is ample 

opportunity to carry out a study that can address all these issues. Such a study should be 

heterogeneous in terms of imaging modalities, tumor types should also be diversified 

concerning the originating organs. The data should be authentic and the algorithm to be 

used should be an improved one as per the performance which may be evaluated by 

various statistical metrics as applicable. The proposed architecture should also be 

lightweight than its contemporaries and should be less constrained by computing 

resources. The present study bridges the research gaps found in the related studies and 
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hopefully will come up as a new emerging scientific model for automated detection of 

malignant tumors of different origins. 

3.10 Conclusion 
In this chapter, an extensive review of literature has been done on existing works carried 

out so far with different types of tumors. As eight different types of tumors have been 

considered in the study, each of the tumor types has been taken for a tumor category. 

Brief description and outcome of every notable work for the last ten years have been 

discussed per tumor category. The review does not only narrate past work but also 

depicts their respective strength and limitations. This implies that the discussion 

regarding the related contemporary works acts loosely as a SWOT (Strength Weakness 

Opportunity Threat) analysis. The strength of the existing works is the success within 

their limited circumference. Weakness is the limitation where these works lack in 

pursuing experiments in a bigger periphery. Opportunity is the gap created as a scope for 

present and future studies. The threat is the inadequate advancement in the utilization of 

genomic biomarkers in tumor prognosis.  From the review, the overall research gaps have 

been identified. These research gaps direct the present research work in a meaningful way 

by fine-tuning the objectives and points the target activities more precisely. This in turn 

has increased the overall efficacy of the present study. 
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4. Image Acquisition2 

edical image biomarkers of cancer have improved patient care through 

customized healthcare practices [163]. Biological imagery features are 

more advantageous than genomic biomarkers. A non-invasive procedure 

can characterize a heterogeneous tumor effectively [164]. On the other hand, in the 

invasive process, only limited tissue remains available for biopsy. The Cancer Genome 

Atlas (TCGA) data is mainly focused on mapping cancer phenotypes to genotypes. It 

provides clinical images matched to subjects from The Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA). 

The Genomic Data Commons (GDC) data portal stores the clinical data while The 

Cancer Imaging Archive (TCIA) stores the radiological data [12]. In TCGA, case 

identifiers allow researchers to explore databases for finding correlated genotype, 

phenotype, and treatment outcomes. Tissues for TCGA are collected from different sites 

across the world. The heterogeneous image data sets vary in terms of scanner modalities, 

and acquisition protocols. In most cases, the images are acquired while carrying out 

routine care. It does not follow a controlled research study. This makes the dataset 

independent of any predetermined bias or correlation. A significant contribution from 

different institutions to the archive creates multi-institutional data sets and they become 

an open resource for researchers. As per the methodology adopted by TCGA, the 

comprehensive quantification of tumor phenotypes are done by applying a large number 

of quantitative image features. Features quantifying tumor image intensity, shape, and 

texture are extracted. A large number of radiomic features have been re-invented as 

having significant prognostic power in these independent data sets. Analysis has revealed 

that a predictive radiomic signature is linked with underlying gene-expression patterns. 

These suggest that radiomics identifies a general prognostic phenotype in various types of 

cancers. A significant scientific impact may be observed as imaging is normally used in 

clinical practice. This provides an unprecedented opportunity to improve the decision-

support system which may help in cheaper cancer treatment. 

In this research work, eight types of cancers have been included for classification: 

Urothelial Bladder Carcinoma, Cervical renal papillary cell carcinoma, Liver 

Hepatocellular Carcinoma, Non-Small Cell Lung Cancer, Uterine Corpus Endometrial 
                                                           
2 Based on author’s publication no. 9 [Appendix D] 
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Carcinoma, Thyroid Cancer, head and neck squamous cell carcinoma (HNSCC), and 

Breast Invasive Carcinoma. Thus, eight different datasets from The Cancer Imaging 

Archive (TCIA) have been considered for malignant tumor classification. Each of these 

datasets represents one particular type of tumor based on its originating organ. In this 

way, eight different originating organs have been covered: prostate, kidney, liver, lung, 

uterus, thyroid glands, head & neck, and breast. 

4.1 TCGA-BLCA 
TCGA-BLCA dataset represents Urothelial Bladder Carcinoma (BLCA) which is the 

most common type of bladder cancer and one of the leading causes of cancer-related 

death worldwide. The dataset was created by Ken Clark, last modified by Quasar Jarosz 

on Mar 30, 2020 [111]. The dataset comprises 111,781 images of 120 numbers of 

patients. Major imaging modalities are Computed Tomography (CT), Magnetic 

Resonance (MR), Computed Radiography (CR), Positron Emission Tomography (PET), 

and Digital Radiography (DX).  

 

 Figure 16: Glimpse of the image set from TCGA-BLCA (patient barcode: TCGA-2F-A9KO)  

The following institutions have contributed towards the database development:  

 University of North Carolina  

 Barretos Cancer Hospital, Brazil 

 University of Chicago 
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 University of Sheffield 

 Memorial Sloan-Kettering Cancer Center, New York 

 Lahey Hospital & Medical Center, Burlington 

 University of Southern California  

4.2 TCGA-KIRP 
TCGA-KIRP depicts cervical renal papillary cell carcinoma which is one of the most 

common kidney-related cancers. It was created by Justin Kirby and was last modified by 

Quasar Jarosz on Mar 30, 2020 [112]. It has 33 cases consisting of 376 series and 26,667 

images. Major imaging modalities are CT, MR, and PT.  

 

Figure 17: Glimpse of TCGA-KIRP image dataset (patient barcode: TCGA-B9-4113) 

The following individuals have provided data for this collection:  

 National Cancer Institute, Bethesda 

 University of North Carolina 

 Roswell Park Cancer Institute, New York 

 Lahey Hospital & Medical Center, Burlington 

4.3 TCGA-LIHC 
TCGA-LIHC is the Liver Hepatocellular Carcinoma (LIHC) image dataset. It was created 

by Justin Kirby and was last modified by Tracy Nolan on Jan 08, 2020 [113]. 97 cases 

have been incorporated here. The total number of series is 1688 having a total number of 

125,397 images. Major imaging modalities are CT, MR, and PT.  
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 Figure 18: Glimpse of TCGA-LIHC Images (patient barcode: TCGA-BC-4073)  

The following institutions have contributed data for this collection: 

 Mayo Clinic, Rochester, MN  

 The University of North Carolina,  

 Alberta Health Services  

 Lahey Hospital & Medical Center, Burlington 

4.4 NSCLC Radiogenomics 
It is a well-known radiogenomic dataset having 211 subjects of Non-Small Cell Lung 

Cancer (NSCLC) [114]. It was created by Kirk Smith and was last modified by Justin 

Kirby on Apr 01, 2020. The dataset comprises different imaging modalities like 

Computed Tomography (CT), Positron Emission Tomography (PET)/CT images. It also 

contains semantic observations and segmentation maps of tumors. Quantitative imaging 

data are mapped with clinical data, including pathological stage or grade of tumor, mean 

or maximum uptake values (in case of PET), treatment strategy, and survival outcomes 

[115]. It also depicts the demographic details of patients such as gender, age, smoking 

habits, location, etc. This dataset also helps in finding the inherent bond between genomic 

and medical image attributes. In this way, it facilitates the development of predictive 

biological features of medical images. Eminent doctors from Stanford University have 

constituted the database. 
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Figure 19: TCIA NSCLC Radiogenomics (Case ID R01-001) 

4.5 TCGA-THCA 
TCGA-THCA represents thyroid cancer which is a common sub-type of head and neck 

cancer. It was created by Ken Clark and was last modified by Quasar Jarosz on Mar 30, 

2020. There are 6 cases in the image set with 28 series and 2,780 numbers of images 

[161]. Major imaging modalities are CT and PET.  

 

 Figure 20: Glimpse of TCGA-THCA (patient barcode: TCGA-DE-A4MA)  

  

The following institutions/individuals have provided data for this collection:  

 The University of North Carolina,  

 Roswell Park Cancer Institute, New York 
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4.6 TCGA-UCEC 
TCGA-UCEC represents the Uterine Corpus Endometrial Carcinoma. It was created by 

Ken Clark and was last modified by Quasar Jarosz on Mar 30, 2020 [162]. There are 65 

cases including 912 series having a total of 75,829 numbers of images. Major imaging 

modalities are CT, CR, MR, and PT.  

 

  Figure 21: Glimpse of TCGA-UCEC (patient barcode: TCGA-D1-A0ZO)  

The following institutions/individuals have provided data for this collection:  

 Mayo Clinic, Rochester 

 Washington University 

 MD Anderson Cancer Center, Houston  

4.7 Head-Neck-Radiomics HN1  
Radiomics is the complete numerical representation of the tumor’s observed 

characteristics by applying a large number of quantitative imagery attributes [116]. 

Clinical data of 137 head and neck squamous cell carcinoma (HNSCC) patients have 

been clubbed together to form the Head-Neck radiomics collection [117]. These patients 

were treated by radiotherapy. The main imaging modality is computed tomography (CT). 

It was created by Geri Blake and was last modified by Michelle Tacconelli on Apr 01, 

2020. This dataset is provided as an open repository to support the research in radiomics. 
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 Figure 22: Glimpse of Head and Neck HN1 radiomics (Case ID: HN1004)  

The following institutions have provided data for this collection:  

 Maastricht University Medical Centre, the Netherlands 

 Dana-Farber Cancer Institute, USA  

 Harvard Medical School, USA. 

4.8 TCGA-BRCA 
TCGA-BRCA represents Breast Invasive Carcinoma. The dataset was created by Justin 

Kirby and was last modified by Quasar Jarosz on Mar 30, 2020 [118]. It has 164 cases 

with 1877 series containing a total of 230, 167 images. Imaging modalities are MR and 

mammography (MG). 

 
Figure 23: Glimpse of TCGA-BRCA (patient barcode: TCGA-EW-A1PC) 
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The following institutions have provided data for this collection:  

 Mayo Clinic, Rochester 

 University of Pittsburgh 

 University of Miami 

 Memorial Sloan-Kettering Cancer Center, New York 

 University of North Carolina 

 University of Chicago, Chicago 

 Roswell Park Cancer Institute, New York 

4.9. Final Image Collection 
The final image acquisition has been carried out by retrieving images from all the 

aforementioned collections. Each subject has a large set of pre-surgical DICOM images 

stored in the respective database. Each case is identified with a unique Patient ID. Each 

patient’s demographic, clinical, pathological, and/or genomic data are stored in TCGA. In 

the present research work, the most important features are the TNM staging, AJCC 

staging, and histological grading embedded in the clinical data against the respective 

patient. These features have been used as the class or target variable while carrying out 

the classification task. In some cases, the histological grades or the pathological stage are 

missing. Those cases are discarded during the final database preparation. Thirty best 

scans from each case having pathological data from all the eight collections have been 

taken to form the final image collection. In this way, 717 cases where the supportive 

clinical and pathological data are present have been considered and from each such case, 

thirty best scans were extracted. Thus, 21,510 radiological images have been collected to 

form the new image dataset. This newly prepared image collection is heterogeneous in 

terms of imaging modality, cancer type, cancer stage/grade, and patients’ demographic 

characteristics.  
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Figure 24: Glimpse of the final image collection (1st row represents TCGA-BRCA, 2nd row represents Head 
& Neck Radiomics, 3rd row represents TCGA-BLCA, 4th row represents TCGA-KIRP, 5th row represents 

TCGA-LIHC, 6th row represents NSCLC radiogenomics, 7th row represents TCGA-THCA and 8th row 
represents TCGA-UCEC) 

4.10 Conclusion 
In this chapter, the process of developing an image collection of the heterogeneous source 

has been described. Images from eight different open databases have been collected. Each 

database represents one particular type of tumor depending upon its originating organ. 

The cases where clinical information regarding tumor stage and grade are available to 

have been considered for the final image database preparation. Twenty best scans have 

been retrieved from each prospective case and clubbed together as a single image 

collection where each image has a case ID. This has made the new image repository a 

diversified mix of modalities containing details of patients of different demography. This 

has indeed brought novelty in the present research work. 
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5. Image Segmentation3 
mage segmentation is the process of separating and grouping similar pixels of an 

image to extract the desired Region of Interest (RoI) [119]. Segmentation is a 

necessary step in the traditional image processing curriculum. If accurately done, 

segmentation does not only help in identifying tumor location and size but also helps in 

formulating treatment strategies [120]. In chemotherapy or radiation treatment, often the 

non-cancerous cells adjacent to cancerous cells got damaged due to improper manual 

demarcation of tumors. Proper segmentation decreases the chance of damaging non-

cancerous cells by an exact delineation of the tumor. Thus, segmentation plays an 

important role both in automated tumor detection and in treatment strategy formulation. 

Such image segmentation comes in two flavors: implicit and explicit segmentation. In the 

orthodox machine learning process, explicit segmentation has to be done and manually 

crafted features have to be used for classification. The scenario has changed with the 

advent of advanced technologies such as deep learning, where implicit segmentation 

takes place followed by automatic feature generation.  

5.1 Segmentation Methods  

From the existing review of the literature [121], it has been observed that different 

existing segmentation techniques may be broadly categorized as thresholding based, 

region-based, boundary-based, stochastic & learning-based, and texture analysis based 

segmentation.  

5.1.1 Thresholding Based Segmentation 
Thresholding is a simple segmentation technique where all pixels of an image above a 

certain threshold value will be considered as foreground and the rest of the pixels are 

considered as background [122]. In this way, grayscale images become binary images 

and the Region of Interests are fetched. Thresholding comes in different varieties. The 

simplest form of thresholding is fixed thresholding. Here, all the values above a certain 

intensity level are added to a group. The rest of the values are considered background. 

The threshold value may be determined manually or as a result of earlier training and 

analysis. For example, a popular variety of PET is 18F-FDG. Here radioactive glucose is 

                                                           
3 Based on author’s publication no. 6 and 7 [Appendix D] 
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injected in the patient’s body and uptake values are measured through a PET scanner. For 

a malignant tumor, as the rate of cell division will be too high, the uptake values will also 

be high. In PET image segmentation often Standardized Uptake Value (SUVmax) is 

considered as the threshold value. Such manual threshold value may get affected by 

Partial Volume Effect (PVE), motion artifacts, or resolution related problems. To 

overcome these limitations, adaptive thresholding was proposed. In the case of adaptive 

thresholding, many image quality metrics are considered while selecting the threshold 

value. A few of the image quality parameters are Source-to-Background Ratio (SBR), 

Mean Intensity Value (MIV), etc. Unlike adaptive thresholding, iterative thresholding 

determines the optimal threshold value without any prior assumption of the volumetric 

metrics.  

5.1.2 Region-based Segmentation 
Region-based segmentation methods mainly use the homogeneity of the image intensities 

to determine the object boundaries. Two popular varieties of region-based segmentation 

are region grow and graph-based methods. In the region grow method, pixels connected 

to a user given seed region are either included or excluded based on the mean pixel 

intensities and standard deviations. In the graph-based method, both foreground and 

background based seeds are used to yield the segmentation outcome.  

5.1.3 Boundary-based Segmentation 
Boundary based methods do not use the statistics obtained from the image, instead, they 

identify the object boundaries. This is also known as deformable model-based 

segmentation [123]. These methods may be categorized in two varieties: active contour 

and gradient-based methods. While performing active contour, an initial contour is 

deformed around the desired Region of Interest (RoI) and gradually moves towards the 

edge of the intended object. In gradient or spectral based segmentation, gradient or the 

intensity difference is calculated between a voxel and its neighboring voxels. This 

process detects edges of the image as intensity difference will be high along the boundary 

of an image.  
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5.1.4 Stochastic and Learning-based Segmentation 
Stochastic methods use the statistical difference between uptake regions and adjacent 

cells. Similarly, the learning-based method use pattern recognition techniques to classify 

pixel data. One of the leading stochastic and learning-based models is mixture models 

[124]. In the Gaussian mixture model, it is assumed that any image may be approximated 

by the summation of Gaussian densities. Expectation-Maximization is an optimization 

technique by using which the Gaussian densities may be separated. Another popular 

method is the Fuzzy Locally Adaptive Bayesian (FLAB) segmentation technique. It is an 

unsupervised method having two hard tissue classes and a finite class of fuzzy 

membership levels. 

5.1.5 Texture Analysis-based Methods 
One of the notable segmentation techniques is based on the texture analysis of images. It 

follows two different approaches: Intensity Volume Histogram (IVH) and morphological 

feature-based method. There are six metrics used in the IVH method:  I10, I90, I10-90, 

V10, V90, and V10-90. Morphological features have two varieties: Geometrical Shape-

Based (GSB) and Gray Level Co-occurrence Matrix (GLCM) or texture-based. There are 

four shape-based features: eccentricity, Euler number, solidity, and extent. Texture 

features are also four in number: contrast, local homogeneity, energy, and entropy.  

5.2 Segmentation - a Comparative Study 
From the existing review of the literature [125], it has been observed that selection 

methods of segmentation techniques have been often done arbitrarily in contemporary 

research papers. A few researchers have tried to compare different segmentation 

techniques, but those studies are tumor-specific. Thus, there is a need to carry out a study 

to evaluate various major segmentation techniques for different kinds of tumors. 

5.2.1 Objective 
The objective of the present study is to benchmark the performance of prime 

segmentation techniques by applying different kinds of tumors found in different parts of 

the human body. 
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5.2.2 Methodology 
Six types of tumors, namely, Head & Neck, Kidney, Urinary Bladder, Lung, Thyroid, and 

Breast tumors are considered for the study. Data of 601 patients have been extracted from 

datasets Head-Neck Radiomics, TCGA-KIRP, TCGA-BLCA, TCGA-THCA, NSCLC 

Radiogenomics, and TCGA-BRCA, respectively. Twenty scans for each of the cases are 

used in the study. The image collection is non-uniform in terms of scanner modalities, 

subject demography, cancer stage, and treatment policy. The following segmentation 

techniques are used: Region Growing (region-based), Active Contour (deformable 

model-based), Watershed (gradient-based), Texture based (morphological) [126], and 

Fuzzy Clustering Means (learning-based) [127]. The accuracy of the segmentation result 

was measured by the Dice Similarity Coefficient (DSC): 

DSC (V1, V2) = 2*(|V1&V2|) / (|V1|+|V2|)         …Equation 5.2.2.1 

Where V1 is the segmented volume and V2 is the actual volume. DSC is the ratio of 

sensitivity (true positive rate) and specificity (true negative rate). Each segmentation 

algorithm is executed against all the data from each category of tumors and the average 

DSC value has been recorded subsequently. All the algorithms were implemented in 

Matlab R2015a [128].  

5.2.3 Result and Discussion 
All the algorithms have been codified and run with the selected imagery collection. 

Different segmentation techniques have revealed different results when applied to a 

particular type of tumor image set. A few algorithms have performed consistently, 

whereas a few algorithms have performed well in some particular cases. The performance 

was measured by considering the DSC score for the respective true and segmented 

volumes for all the images belonging to each type of tumor as generated by each 

segmentation method.  
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Figure 25: the result of the comparison of segmentation techniques 

From figure 25 it may be observed that all the segmentation techniques except the Region 

Growing method have done a pretty good job in segmenting Head & Neck tumors. 

Active Contour, Texture, and FCM methods have given good results for renal tumors. 

Texture, Watershed, and Active Contour methods have performed commendably for 

Prostate, Thyroid, and Lung tumors. For Breast Tumors, the results of Watershed and 

Texture techniques are quite promising.  
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Figure 26: Graphical comparison of DSC values (RG-.> Region Growing, AC-> Active Contour 

, WS->Watershed, Texture->Texture Analysis, FCM-> Fuzzy Clustering Means 
 

From Figure 26, it is evident that the texture-based segmentation technique has been a 

consistent performer for almost every type of tumor under consideration. It is also found 

that Active Contour and Watershed Segmentation techniques are useful in some cases. 

The performances of other techniques are not very consistent. Although in some cases a 

few techniques have done well, e.g. FCM is quite effective while segmenting Head & 

Neck or Renal tumors. In fine, it may be concluded that the texture genre of segmentation 

is quite handy as far as the automatic segmentation of tumors in the human body is 

concerned. 

5.3 Segmentation Strategy 
In the present research work, a holistic image segmentation strategy has been adopted. 

Often it is seen that the result of the segmentation is poor in resolution, or the alignment 

of the objects is not proper. Being a histogram oriented method, thresholding based 

segmentation often fumbles in providing the complete spatial significance of the 

candidate image. Region-based technique becomes inefficient when there is any 

anatomical defect, e.g., leakage in the boundary region of a tumor. Active contour often 

depends on the interactive demarcation of the tumor and the gradient-based approach 

may not work properly if the resolution of the image is not good. In such cases, 
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registration and reconstruction of the image may create more processing overheads. 

Based on the result of the comparative study, the current research work relies on the 

texture-based segmentation after preprocessing the target image set. 

5.3.1 RGB Image Thresholding 
The difference between grayscale and an RGB image lies in the number of colour 

channels present. A binary or a grayscale image is typically a single-channel image, 

whereas, an RGB image is a three-channel image. By turning off the second and third 

channel values, the red channel image is obtained. Subsequently, we may also obtain a 

grayscale image by using a red channel. This may turn out to be handy in image 

segmentation. The algorithm for RGB thresholding is as follows: 

Step 1: Visit every channel of the concerned image; 

Step 2: Store the channel value in a temporary variable; 

Step 3: Set all the pixel values to zero whenever they are less than the threshold value; 

Step 4: Store the value of the temporary variable in the original channel; 

 
Figure 27: PET Image True Color Segmentation and Reconstruction (Original Image, Red Channel Image, 

Red Channel Grayscale Image, RGB Thresholded Image of the original images 

 

5.3.2 Grayscale Image Thresholding 
It is a common practice to convert the image into a grayscale image having a standard 

size that is suitable for processing and causes less memory and processing overhead. If 

any algorithm is true for a [n X n] matrix, then it is also true for an [n X n X k] matrix. 

The image is then sharpened by using the histogram equalization method. After that, the 

Gaussian blurring technique is used to remove the noise present. Then comes a very 

important step called edge detection. This edge detection phase helps in segmentation by 

detecting the boundary region of the image. At last, the flood-filling operation is carried 



 
 

out to fill in the holes present in the image. The threshold value may be determined by 

using Otsu’s method [129

written as: 

O = (I>t) – (G) 

Where I is the input image, t is the threshold 

and O is the output image

Figure 28: PET Image Grayscale Segmentation (Original Image, 

Filtered Image, Edge Detection

Figure 

The features extracted 

present research work

exact tumor size and location and turn

rate of the tumor. Thus, such automated 

to overcome the difficulties of manual segmentation

easier when such tools help them as a supportive decision

5.4 Segmentation Workflow
In the present research work, 

converted to grayscale and

like blurring, sharpening, etc. as discussed in 

steps help in reducing
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the holes present in the image. The threshold value may be determined by 

129] or its improved version. The equation for thresholding may be 

       

image, t is the threshold limit and G is the grayscale equivalent of I

O is the output image. Here, I, t, and G are comprised of real values. 

: PET Image Grayscale Segmentation (Original Image, Grayscale Image, Enhanced Image, 

Filtered Image, Edge Detection, and Thresholded Image)

Figure 29: Extracted Features from Segmented PET Image

The features extracted from the segmented images (Figure 29) are quite useful for 

research work [130]. The extracted features may help in the determination of 

exact tumor size and location and turn, it will also help to detect the stage and the gro

rate of the tumor. Thus, such automated segmentation or reconstruction process may 

to overcome the difficulties of manual segmentation. The job of radiologists will be much 

easier when such tools help them as a supportive decision-making system.

5.4 Segmentation Workflow 
In the present research work, segmentation has been a manifold activity. First images are

converted to grayscale and resized to [256X256] and then fine-tuned by following steps 

like blurring, sharpening, etc. as discussed in the preceding section. These pre

ing the memory load-related overheads while conducting succeeding 

the holes present in the image. The threshold value may be determined by 

n for thresholding may be 

 …Equation 5.3.2.1 

and G is the grayscale equivalent of I, 

real values.  
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experiments. While segmenting images, first the threshold value has been determined by 

following Otsu’s histogram equalizing method

 

Figure 

It has been observed that segmentation done by using Otsu’s method is much effective 

than segmentation done by using any arbitrary threshold value

Figure 31: Original DICOM image of 

As threshold-based segmentation faces problem

anatomical structure of the tumor, the present research work first determines the 
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While segmenting images, first the threshold value has been determined by 

following Otsu’s histogram equalizing method (Figure 30).  

Figure 30: Normal grayscale image and histogram equalized image

It has been observed that segmentation done by using Otsu’s method is much effective 

than segmentation done by using any arbitrary threshold value (Figure 31)

: Original DICOM image of the tumor and segmented tumor image

based segmentation faces problems when there is a deformity in the 

anatomical structure of the tumor, the present research work first determines the 

While segmenting images, first the threshold value has been determined by 

Normal grayscale image and histogram equalized image 

It has been observed that segmentation done by using Otsu’s method is much effective 

(Figure 31).  

 

tumor image 

when there is a deformity in the 

anatomical structure of the tumor, the present research work first determines the 
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threshold value by Otsu’s method and then adopts a texture-based segmentation method. 

The algorithm is as follows: 

Step 1: convert image to binary 

Step 2: convert numeric to logical 

Step 3: fetch region properties 

Step 4: store region properties separately 

Step 5: calculate and store area 

Step 6: select density > threshold value 

Step 7: store area having a maximum selected density 

Step 8: store tumor class having an area equal to the area with max density; 

Step 9: group tumor pixels where tumor label is equal to stored tumor class 

Step 10: create a structuring element 

Step 11: dilated to recover original dimensions 

Step 12: show image of type array 

 

Figure 32: Sample base image and its texture-based segmentation (magnified version) 

5.5 Conclusion 
In this chapter, the process followed for image segmentation has been described in detail. 

Different categories of segmentation techniques have been described. A comparative 

study has also been conducted to find out the best possible technique for the problem at 

hand. An overall segmentation strategy has also been formulated. This includes different 

pre-processing steps, procedures for threshold value calculation, and final segmentation 

technique. Proper segmentation makes feature extraction easier by depicting a specific 

Region of Interest (RoI).  
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6. Feature Extraction4  

he segmentation process is followed by the feature extraction phase. The 

present research work has primarily used a combination of two feature 

detectors: the Maximally Stable Extremal Regions (MSER) [131] which is used 

to detect blob features and then the Speeded Up Robust Features (SURF) [132] which is 

used to extract the scale-independent features suitable for classification.  

6.1 Maximally Stable Extermal Regions (MSER) 
Let Q1, …, Qi, …∞ be a sequence of nested extremal regions (Qi-1⸦Qi). Extremal region 

Qi* is maximally stable iff q(i) = |Qi+∆\Qi-∆|/|Qi| has a local minima at i*. The extermal 

regions Ri are detected as follows [133]: 

∀p∈Ri, ∀q∈boundary(Ri) => Iin(p)>=Iin(q)            …Equation 6.1.1  

Where Iin is the input image, iff means if and only if. Here, Q1, …, Qi, …∞ is an infinite 

sequence (ordered set) of nested extremal regions that belong to or forming the outer 

structure of any image or its parts.  

In |Qi+∆\Qi-∆|/|Qi|,  Qi+\ Qi- => the relative complement of Qi+ and Qi- 

   | Qi+\ Qi-| and |Qi| => cardinality of the expression within 

   |Qi+∆\Qi-∆|/|Qi| => ratio of two absolute values  

 

6.2 Speeded Up Robust Features (SURF) 

The sum of the original image within a rectangle can be evaluated quickly using the 

integral image, S(x,y) = ∑  ∑ 𝐼(𝑥, 𝑦)            …Equation 6.2.1  

A Hessian matrix H (p, σ) at point p and scale σ, is determined to obtain the point of 

interest: 

H(p, σ) = [  
𝐿𝑥𝑥(𝑝, σ) 𝐿𝑥𝑦(𝑝, σ)
𝐿𝑦𝑥(𝑝, σ) 𝐿𝑦𝑦(𝑝, σ)

 ]             …Equation 6.2.2  

The lowest level of the scale space is obtained as: 

σapprox = current filter size X (base filter scale/base filter size)                 … Equation 6.2.3 

Then, the Gaussian second-order derivative with a box filter is approximated and later, 

the maxima of the determinant of the Hessian matrix is extracted as candidate interest 
                                                           
4Based on author’s publication no. 1 and no. 5[Appendix D]  
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points by using equations 6.2.2 and 6.2.3:  

Det (Happrox) = DxxDyy – ( Dxy)
2                                                         …Equation 6.2.4 

While computing the determinant of the Hessian matrix, the term β compensates for the 

error caused by the approximation of the true Gaussian derivative masks. An analogous 

computational form, performed over the entries of a matrix ∑ 𝑎
 

, is called the 

Frobenius norm. The multiplicative factor indicated in the equation 6.2.4 defines the ratio 

of Frobenius norms between the box filter approximations and their true peers. It has 

been observed that β may practically be approximated using a static constant 0.9 even 

though β is not independent of the scale size σ. 

6.3 MSER-SURF Methodology 
The combined MSER-SURF algorithm may be written as [134]: 

Step 1: De-noised image used as input;  

Step 2: Extermal regions are detected using MSER (by using equation 6.1.1); 

Step 3: Candidate interest points are determined using SURF (by using equation 6.2.4); 

Step 4: Finally feature vectors are extracted and merged accordingly:  

𝐹 ⃗ = {𝐹 ⃗, 𝐹 }⃗                                                     … Equation 6.3.1 

 

Equation 6.3.1 implies that SURF descriptors are extracted at locations identified by the 

MSER detector. Upon analyzing the algorithm, it may be observed that at first the MSER 

detector incrementally walked through the intensity range of the concerned image to 

detect stable regions (equation 6.1.1), and then the SURF points of interest were detected 

from those regions (equation 6.2.4). From each concerned image 12 MSER regions were 

detected (Figure 33) and a sample of the structure of such a region is as follows: [Count, 

Location, Orientation, PixelList] = (1, 44.5362, 12.7516,-1.4958, 69*2 int32). This is a 

typical MSER region structure culled out of an image. The structure consists of a Count 

(no. of stored regions; type integer), Location (locations of ellipses, stored as an M-by-2 

array of [x y] coordinates), and Orientation (ellipse orientation, stored as a value in the 

range from -pi/2 to + pi/2 radians. This value represents the orientation of the ellipse as 

measured from the X-axis to the major axis of the ellipse) and PixelList (point coordinates 
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for detected MSER regions, specified as an M-by-1 cell array. Each cell is an array of (x, 

y) coordinates of dimension p-by-2, where p is the number of pixels in an MSER region 

detected; data type is a 32-bit integer). From these regions, SURF features are retrieved. 

A neighborhood of size 20s was taken around each of valid SURF points where s is the 

window size. Each region is divided into 4x4 sub-regions. For each sub-region, 

horizontal and vertical wavelet-based responses are recorded. This when represented as a 

vector gave SURF feature descriptor with a total of 64 dimensions. Features are given 

arbitrary names fi; i=1 to 64. 

 

  

Figure 33: (a) base image (b) image with MSER regions and SURF points detected on it 

 

Figure 34: MSER-SURF features extracted from the image collection 
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6.4 Other Features  
The present study has also considered other features including first order and higher-
order statistical derivatives. This includes texture-based features portrayed by the Gray 
Level Co-occurrence Matrix (GLCM) [135]. The present research work has also used 
other local feature extraction techniques to retrieve local patterns from the concerned 
images. Major features used in the study apart from MSER-SURF, are as follows: 

6.4.1 Entropy 
Entropy measures the lost image information during transmission. This is an important 
feature for loss calculation during image transformation. 

Entropy = ∑ − ln P
 
ij P,

 
ij         … Equation 6.4.1.1 

6.4.2 Energy 
Energy or Angular Second Moment (ASM) is the measure of uniformity in pixels of an 
image. 

Energy = ∑ (P,

 
ij)           … Equation 6.4.2.1 

Where, Pij  = (i,j)th pixel of the concerned image and N = number of gray levels in the 
image 

6.4.3 Homogeneity 
Local homogeneity is measured by Inverse Different Moment (IDM) depicting if the gray 
level is uniform. 

Homogeneity= ∑
 

( ) ,           … Equation 6.4.3.1 

6.4.4 Correlation 
Correlation shows in an image how much correlated a pixel location is with its 
neighboring pixels. 

Correlation = ∑ P,
( )( )

 
         … Equation 6.4.4.1 

6.4.5 Contrast 
It calculates the intensity contrast between a pixel and its adjacent pixels across the input 
image. 

Contrast = ∑ P (i − j) ,               …Equation 6.4.5.1 

6.4.6 Mean 

The GLCM mean is the mean intensity of pixels, μ= ∑ iP,       …Equation 6.4.6.1 
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6.4.7 Variance 
The calculation of the variance of the intensities of all candidate pixel locations in the set 
of relationships that contribute to the GLCM: 

σ = ∑ P (, i-μ)             …Equation 6.4.7.1 

  

Figure 35: GLCM and other primitive features extracted from the image dataset 

6.4.8 FAST-HOG Features  
To retrieve other local features like Binary Large Objects (BLOBs), corners, and edge 

pixels, etc., a combination of Features from Accelerated Segment Test (FAST) [136] and 

Histogram of Oriented Gradients (HOG) [137] methods have been used in the present 

research work. Local features refer to a distinct pattern found in an image. The pattern 

differs by texture, color, or intensity from its conjugated vicinity. FAST features were 

detected and the strongest corners are selected. As FAST features are not much suitable 

for classification, the HOG features are extracted from the selected corners along with 

valid points from the detected features (Figure 36). 
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Figure 36: FAST-HOG features detected on NSCLC tumor 

Figure 37: Glimpse of FAST-HOG features detected from the image collection 

Figure 36 displays the original image with an overlay of HOG features around the 

strongest corners detected by FAST. HOG features are extracted from grayscale input 

images. HOG features are extracted around specified point locations. The function 

returns the locations from the input whose adjacent pixels are fully constrained by the 

input image. Scale information linked with the points is overlooked. HOG features 

having length N is returned as a 1-by-N vector, where. Local shape information is being 

encoded by the returned features (Figure 37). Its various input parameters are as follows:  

a) Input image, specified M-by-N 2-D grayscale. The input image should be a real, non-

sparse value. Images may lose detailed shape information that the HOG function can 

encode due to rigid cropping. The issue may be resolved by including padding of 

background pixels around the cropped area. 
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b) Center location point formed as an M-by-2 matrix having M number of (x, y) 

coordinates. Descriptors are being generated from the adjacent points that are fully 

confined by the image edge. The size of the neighborhood pixels is determined by the 

BlockSize parameter. Pixel locations that exist within the image boundary are often 

used to decide the valid output points. The function ignores the scale information 

associated with these points. 

c) Cell size is expressed as a vector comprising pixel information. To capture large-scale 

spatial information, increase cell size. If the cell size is magnified, minute details 

regarding scale may get lost. 

d) The number of cells in a block, specified as a 2-element vector. The ability to 

suppress local illumination changes may be reduced due to a large block-size value. 

As the number of pixels exists in a chunk, these changes may get lost with averaging. 

To capture the significant local pixels block-size may have to be reduced. Smaller 

block sizes can help suppress illumination changes of HOG features. 

e) The number of overlapping cells between adjacent blocks, specified as a 2-element 

vector. Although large overlap values can confine ample information, they produce a 

larger feature vector size.  

f) The number of orientation histogram bins, specified as a positive scalar. To encode 

finer orientation details, the number of bins should be increased. The increasing 

number of bins increases the size of the feature vector, which requires more 

processing overhead. 

g) Selection of orientation values, specified as a logical scalar. If this property becomes 

true, orientation values get uniformly spaced within a span of bins between -180 and 

180 degrees. If this property becomes false, it is evenly distributed from 0 through 

180. Signed orientation differentiates between light-to-dark and dark-to-light 

transitions.  

The output arguments are as follows: 

a) Extracted features, returned as either a vector or a matrix. The local shape 

information may be encoded by features retrieved from regions or point locations 

within an image. 
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b) Valid points are associated with each feature descriptor vector output. This output can 

be returned as an M-by-2 matrix of (x,y) coordinates. The function culls out M 

number of attributes from candidate points in a region having a size equal to 

[CellSize.*BlockSize]. The extracted descriptors are the same type of object or matrix 

as that of the input.  

 

6.5 Feature Selection 
Feature selection or dimensionality reduction is a very important step in data analysis 

where the strongest spatial features are retained for the study from a pile of features. 

Normally the feature selection is done by running a Principal Components Analysis 

(PCA) [138] for dimensionality reduction. This is typically accomplished by selecting 

enough eigenvectors to account for 95% of the variance in the extracted feature set. In the 

present study, feature selection or dimensionality reduction has been done by 

Independent Component Analysis (ICA) [139] which is more advanced than PCA. PCA 

optimizes the second-order statistics and finds uncorrelated components, whereas ICA 

optimizes higher-order statistics and finds independent components [140] 

6.5.1 Algorithm 
If X=[X1, X2… Xm]T is a random observed vector having m elements which are a mix of 

m independent elements of another random vector S= [S1, S2, …, Sm]T, then X may be 

expressed as: 

X=AS              …Equation 6.5.1.1 

Where A is an m-by-m mixing matrix.  

The goal of ICA is to estimate A and also estimate the source distribution S. Methods like 

PCA which is based on second-order moments, cannot recover A. ICA uses higher-order 

moments to recover A.  

Now, pre-assumptions made during ICA are as follows:  

a) sources are statistically independent; 

b) mixing matrix is square; 

c) there should be no external noise; 

d) data have zero mean; 

e) signals must not have a normal probability density  
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Statistical independence may be expressed as: 

E[g1(xi) g2(xj)] - E[g1(xi)] E[g2(xj)] = 0 for i  j       …Equation 6.5.1.2 

Where E[.] is the expectation for any function g(x). In specific, Gaussian 

uncorrelatedness is equivalent to independence. In ICA typically Minimization of mutual 

information or Maximization of non-Gaussianity is done. Independence may be achieved 

by forcing two random variables to be as far from the normal distribution as possible by 

measuring the non-gaussianity. Negentropy or the positive measure of gaussianity.are 

approximated to calculate the non-gaussianity. This algorithm is called FastICA: 

1. Center S by subtracting the mean 

2. Whiten S 

3. Choose a random initial value w for the de-mixing matrix  

4. Calculate the new value for A 

5. Normalize A 

6. Check if the algorithm has converged and if it hasn’t, resume  from  step 4 

7. Take the dot product of A and S to get the independent source signals X (Equation 

6.5.1.1) 

The eigenvalues are being decomposed w.r.t. its covariance matrix to whitening a signal. 

The potential correlations between the components of a signal are removed. This may be 

expressed as: 

𝑥 = 𝐸𝐷  𝐸 𝑥                 …Equation 6.5.1.3 

Where D is a diagonal matrix of eigenvalues (lambda). 

6.5.2 Methodology 
In the present research work, transformation on numeric data has been done using the 

FastICA algorithm [141]. First, the data whitening (decoupling transform) has been done. 

Then, the FastICA main loop has been executed for 200 iterations with an error tolerance 

value 1.0E-4 (for solution convergence). Strongest 64 features are taken for final 

classification based on their respective ranks in ICA analysis.  
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Figure 38: Selected features as a result of ICA 

6.6 Conclusion 
Feature extraction is an unavoidable step in the orthodox machine learning curriculum. 

Although the manual feature extraction causes processing overhead, it is necessary to 

feed features in the traditional machine learning algorithms as they do not have an 

automatic way of extracting features. Such features may turn out very handy when 

limited hardware resources are there and images cannot be automatically processed. In 

the present study, different BLOB or Corner based feature extraction techniques have 

been described. MSER-SURF and FAST-HOG based techniques have been used. Other 

primitive and higher-order features have also been extracted by deriving first and second-

order statistical derivatives. Extracted features have been further used for database 

preparation. 
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7. Database Preparation5
 

merican Joint Committee on Cancer (AJCC) has propounded the popular 

Tumor-Node-Metastasis (TNM) system (Table 1) for cancer staging. A 

further abstraction on TNM staging is the AJCC staging which may be very 

helpful if used as the common class variable in a supervised machine learning method. 

For example, Table 2 depicts the AJCC staging derivation from the TNM staging of lung 

cancer. Different types of cancers have different propositions for TNM staging, but AJCC 

staging brings them under a common platform and if the AJCC staging is automated, the 

respective TNM staging may be easily determined irrespective of the cancer type.  

Primary Tumor 
(T) 

TX Primary tumor cannot be assessed 

 T0 No evidence of primary tumor 
 Tis Carcinoma in situ 
 T1 Tumor size <=3cm 
 T1a Tumor size <=2cm 
 T1b Tumor size >2cm and <=3cm 
 T2 Tumor size >3cm and <=7cm 
 T2a Tumor size >3cm and <=5cm 
 T2b Tumor size >5cm and <=7cm 
 T3 Tumor size >7cm 
 T4 Any size that invades other organs such as heart, nervous 

system, etc. 
Regional Lymph 
Nodes (N) 

NX Regional Lymph Nodes cannot be assessed 

 N0 No Regional Lymph Node metastases 
 N1 Metastasis in ipsilateral peribronchial and/or ipsilateral hilar 

lymph nodes and intrapulmonary nodes, including involvement 
by direct extension 

 N2 Metastasis in ipsilateral mediastinal and/or subcarinal lymph 
node(s)  

 N3 Metastasis in contralateral mediastinal, contralateral hilar, 
ipsilateral or contralateral scalene, or supraclavicular lymph 
node(s)  

Distant 
Metastasis (M) 

M0 No Distant Metastasis 
M1 Distant Metastasis 
M1a Separate tumor nodule(s) in a contralateral  lobe 
M1b Distant Metastasis (in extrathoracic organs) 

Table1: Tumor-Node-Metastasis (TNM) Staging System 

 

                                                           
5 Based on author’s publication no. 1 and no. 9 [Appendix D] 

A 
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Table2: AJCC 7th Edition Staging System of Lung Cancer 

7.1 Methodology   
Extracted features from the image collection have been stored in a Comma Separated 

Value (CSV) file. In this way, the data file becomes platform-independent and can be 

accessed by any known data analysis or statistical packages. The clinical information 

from the original dataset has been extracted (Figure 39) and clubbed with the extracted 

features as per case-identification numbers. Four different datasets have been prepared: 

the T-staging information, M-staging information, N-staging information, and AJCC 

staging (Figure 40) information are appended in the feature set as the class labels, 

respectively. Another file has been prepared for inserting histopathological grading 

information as the class or target variable with the extracted features as per the concerned 

case identifier. Thus, five different data files have been prepared. All missing values for 

nominal and numeric attributes in the dataset are replaced by the modes (for nominal 

data) and means (for numeric data), respectively. 

Stage 
0 

Tis N0 M0  Stage 
IIB 

T2b N1 M0  Stage 
IIIB 

T1a N3 M0 

Stage 
IA 

T1a N0 M0   T3 N0 M0   T1b N3 M0 
T1b N0 M0  Stage 

IIIA 
T1a N2 M0   T2a N3 M0 

Stage 
IB 

T2a N0 M0   T1b N2 M0   T2b N3 M0 

Stage 
IIA 

T2b N0 M0   T2a N2 M0   T3 N3 M0 
T1a N1 M0   T2b N2 M0   T4 N2 M0 
T1b N1 M0   T3 N1 M0   T4 N3 M0 
T2a N1 M0   T3 N2 M0  Stage 

IV 
Any 
T 

Any 
N 

M1a 

      T4 N0 M0   Any 
T 

Any 
N 

M1b 

     T4 N1 M0      
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Figure 39: Glimpse of clinical information retrieved from NSCLC Radiogenomics 

 

Figure 40: AJCC staging information clubbed as the class variable with the extracted feature set as per case 
ID 

7.2 Standardization and Normalization 
Feature standardization implies that each attribute in the data set will have zero-mean and 

a unit variance: 

𝑥 =
̅
                …Equation 7.2.1 

Where x is the original feature vector, �̅� is the mean of that feature vector,  𝜎 is its 

standard deviation and 𝑥  is the standardized value. The min-max method of rescaling 

was adopted to confine the values of features within the range [0, 1]: 

𝑥 =
 ( )

( )  ( )
                          …Equation 7.2.2 

Where x is an input value of a feature and 𝑥   is the normalized value of the same. First, 

the dataset was separately standardized (Equation 7.2.1) (Figure 41) to the range [-1, 1] 

and then normalized (Equation 7.2.2) (Figure 42) to the range [0, 1]. 
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Figure 41: Standardized Feature set clubbed with AJCC staging 
 

 
 

Figure 42: Normalized feature set clubbed with AJCC staging 

7.3 Data Resampling 
The dataset has been resampled to avoid the effect of sampling bias and class imbalance. 

Synthetic Minority Oversampling TEchnique (SMOTE) [142] was used as the data 

resampling technique in the study. If a dataset has s samples and f features in the feature 

space, to oversample, a sample is taken from the dataset, and its k nearest neighbors are 

considered. A vector between one of the k neighbors is taken. The vector is multiplied by 

a random number x which lies between 0, and 1. This is added to the current data point to 

create the new, synthetic data point. The SMOTE algorithm is as follows: 

Input: no. of minority class samples (s); % of SMOTE (p); no. of nearest neighbors (k); 

no. of attributes (t) 

Output: (p/100)*s synthetic minority class samples 

Step 1: If p<100 then randomize the minority class samples p 

Step 2: the amount of SMOTE is assumed to be a multiple of 100 



 
 

Step 3: initialize an index

Step 4: initialize an array for storing synthetic samples

Step 5: for each minority class samples compute k, save the indices and populate the 
synthetic samples array for each t

At each resampling iteration, the index of the non

SMOTE should be applied) has been

neighbors and the average percentage of SMOTE instances to be created 

random seed value of 1).

into any machine learning process.

feature set as the class variable (Figure 

machine learning algorithm and the outcome obtained would be less biased. Thus, the 

result will be more robust and trustworthy, which may be compared with other machine 

learning models. In this way

more reliable. 

Figure 43: A glimpse of the feature set used in the study
 

Figure 44: Sample distribution under T
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Step 3: initialize an index to 0. This will count the no. of synthetic samples generated

Step 4: initialize an array for storing synthetic samples 

Step 5: for each minority class samples compute k, save the indices and populate the 
synthetic samples array for each t  

resampling iteration, the index of the non-empty minority class value (to wh

SMOTE should be applied) has been selected along with 5 as the number of nearest 

neighbors and the average percentage of SMOTE instances to be created 

d value of 1). In this way, the final dataset is prepared and is ready to be fed 

into any machine learning process. For example, T-stage information is clubbed with the 

feature set as the class variable (Figure 43). Such resampled data may be fed into any 

machine learning algorithm and the outcome obtained would be less biased. Thus, the 

result will be more robust and trustworthy, which may be compared with other machine 

In this way, the performance of the newly developed model becomes 

: A glimpse of the feature set used in the study with T-Staging as the class variable

(a)                                                                                  

Sample distribution under T-stage class (a) before re-sampling, (b) after re

to 0. This will count the no. of synthetic samples generated 

Step 5: for each minority class samples compute k, save the indices and populate the 

empty minority class value (to which 

selected along with 5 as the number of nearest 

neighbors and the average percentage of SMOTE instances to be created is 100 (with a 

the final dataset is prepared and is ready to be fed 

stage information is clubbed with the 

Such resampled data may be fed into any 

machine learning algorithm and the outcome obtained would be less biased. Thus, the 

result will be more robust and trustworthy, which may be compared with other machine 

the performance of the newly developed model becomes 

as the class variable 

                                                                                 (b) 

sampling, (b) after re-sampling by SMOTE 
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From Figure 44, it may be observed that after applying SMOTE, the class imbalance 

scenario has reduced to a larger extent. This has also reduced the chance of overfitting 

and underfitting while carrying out experiments with different machine learning 

algorithms. 

7.4 Imagery Database Preparation 
The main course of database preparation that has been discussed so far in the study is 

meant for use with traditional machine learning methods and a one-dimensional 

Convolutional Neural Network (1-D CNN). Such a database preparation follows manual 

feature extraction and gives birth to a semi-automated tumor classification system.  This 

type of system is very useful where hardware resources are limited. On the other hand, if 

there is no hardware constraint, a fully automated system may be implemented by using a 

two-dimensional convolutional neural network (2-D CNN) or higher-level architectures 

as applicable.  Database preparation for such a system is somewhat different and involves 

a specific flow of activities. Here, images are being used directly rather than extracting 

features into a repository. Images are labeled according to their CaseIDs and stored in a 

particular folder. Class or target variables of each of the images are stored in a CSV file 

as per the CaseID.  Thus, there is a scope of mapping between the images and their 

respective class variables, e.g., AJCC staging. First images are read and converted into a 

pixel array. Later, these pixel arrays are downsampled (Figure 45), reshaped, and again 

transformed into image arrays. After that, image arrays are tagged with the corresponding 

class value and compressed for future use (Figure 46). Compression reduces the memory 

overhead while carrying out experiments.  



 
 

Figure 45: Image transformation during down

transformed 
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(a) 
 

(b) 

mage transformation during down-sampling phase at a glance - (a) original image collection (b) 

transformed image collection having distinct patterns for each class of tumors

 

 

(a) original image collection (b) 

collection having distinct patterns for each class of tumors 



 
 

In the case of image regeneration, images are labeled and directly fed into the machine 

learning model after resizing and re

calculated labels may be observed. Such a system works like an encoder

with an unsupervised learning mode. I

the imagery array and fed into different machine learning models

encoders with supervised learning mode. 

inverse transformation to generate the stage and grade of a tumor.

Figure 46: An instance of image arrays and their corresponding class labels

Similar datasets may be developed by using the same image collection and by altering 

class variables as per need. 

sampling Technique (SMOTE
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case of image regeneration, images are labeled and directly fed into the machine 

learning model after resizing and re-sampling. As the outcome, regenerated images with 

els may be observed. Such a system works like an encoder

unsupervised learning mode. In the present research work, labels are tagged with 

the imagery array and fed into different machine learning models

h supervised learning mode. The outcome may be decoded by 

inverse transformation to generate the stage and grade of a tumor. 

 

: An instance of image arrays and their corresponding class labels

Similar datasets may be developed by using the same image collection and by altering 

class variables as per need. At last, different varieties of Synthetic Minority Over

SMOTE) [143] have been applied to balance class distribution

(a) 

 

case of image regeneration, images are labeled and directly fed into the machine 

sampling. As the outcome, regenerated images with 

els may be observed. Such a system works like an encoder-decoder system 

n the present research work, labels are tagged with 

the imagery array and fed into different machine learning models. Models work like 

The outcome may be decoded by using an 

: An instance of image arrays and their corresponding class labels (AJCC Staging) 

Similar datasets may be developed by using the same image collection and by altering 

Synthetic Minority Over-

applied to balance class distribution.  



 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 47: Ratio of samples under different class (a) before and (b) after resampling [1=> AJCC Stage I; 

2=> AJCC Stage II; 3=> AJCC Stage III; 4=> AJCC Stage IV]

First, the oversampling has been done with the minority classes and then resampling has 

been performed with borderline classes. At last, resampling has been done by using all 

the classes including both majority and minority classes. 

distribution and helped in generating a 

7.5 Conclusion 
This chapter describes the database preparation from features extracted in the earlier 

phase of the study. Vector or sequence processing is an area where deep learning is a bit 

underexplored than the traditional machine learning methods. The present research work 

has prepared a manual dataset of rank one tensor which may be fed into a one

dimensional CNN and other leading machine learning techniques. 

fetching pathological staging or grading information from the clinical data and tagging 

those with the respective feature records. For fully automated DNN, 

been prepared by mapping clinical information with the image array. Separate databases 

have been prepared for TNM staging, AJCC staging, histopathological grading, and 

histological subtypes.  
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(b) 

: Ratio of samples under different class (a) before and (b) after resampling [1=> AJCC Stage I; 

2=> AJCC Stage II; 3=> AJCC Stage III; 4=> AJCC Stage IV]

First, the oversampling has been done with the minority classes and then resampling has 

been performed with borderline classes. At last, resampling has been done by using all 

the classes including both majority and minority classes. This has balanced the c

helped in generating a consistent result.  

This chapter describes the database preparation from features extracted in the earlier 

study. Vector or sequence processing is an area where deep learning is a bit 

underexplored than the traditional machine learning methods. The present research work 

has prepared a manual dataset of rank one tensor which may be fed into a one

and other leading machine learning techniques. 

fetching pathological staging or grading information from the clinical data and tagging 

those with the respective feature records. For fully automated DNN, 

by mapping clinical information with the image array. Separate databases 

have been prepared for TNM staging, AJCC staging, histopathological grading, and 

histological subtypes.   

: Ratio of samples under different class (a) before and (b) after resampling [1=> AJCC Stage I; 

2=> AJCC Stage II; 3=> AJCC Stage III; 4=> AJCC Stage IV] 

First, the oversampling has been done with the minority classes and then resampling has 

been performed with borderline classes. At last, resampling has been done by using all 

This has balanced the class 

This chapter describes the database preparation from features extracted in the earlier 

study. Vector or sequence processing is an area where deep learning is a bit 

underexplored than the traditional machine learning methods. The present research work 

has prepared a manual dataset of rank one tensor which may be fed into a one-

and other leading machine learning techniques. This has been done by 

fetching pathological staging or grading information from the clinical data and tagging 

those with the respective feature records. For fully automated DNN, the database has 

by mapping clinical information with the image array. Separate databases 

have been prepared for TNM staging, AJCC staging, histopathological grading, and 
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8. Development of a One-dimensional CNN Model6
 

n the present research work, a one dimensional CNN model has been developed to 

determine the stage and grade of any given tumor image. To achieve the goal, 

different varieties of deep learning techniques have been used. Features have been 

extracted from segmented images and then the database has been developed by clubbing 

different staging and grading information with the extracted feature set. The dataset thus 

prepared is then standardized and normalized and also resampled. After that, the 

resampled data has been fed into the CNN model and its varied derivatives. Other leading 

machine learning algorithms are also trained and tested with the final dataset. Results 

have been recorded and evaluated accordingly. A comparative study has also been 

conducted in this regard to analyze the efficacy of the newly developed CNN model.  

8.1 Methodology 

Different machine learning techniques have been used in this part of the study. This 

includes One Dimensional Convolutional Neural Network (1D CNN), Gated Recurrent 

Unit (GRU), Support Vector Machine (SVM), Fuzzy Rough Nearest Neighbour (FRNN), 

MultiLayer Perceptron (MLP), Logistic Regression (LR), and Random Forest (RF). 

8.1.1 One Dimensional Convolutional Neural Network (1D-CNN) 
A convolution takes two vectors or matrices (all are tensors of different rank) as input – 

one of them is the original input and the other is the kernel or filter (24). On injecting the 

input in an activation function, a vector is produced as the output. The one-dimensional 

convolution may be defined as: 

(f*g)(i)= ∑ 𝑔(𝑖). 𝑓(𝑖 − 𝑗 + )                     …Equation 8.1.1.1 

Where f is the input vector of length n and the filter g has length m, 

The kernel navigates across the input tensor iteratively as per some predetermined offset. 

The product of the overlapping values of the kernel and input tensor are being summed 

up. This sum of element-wise multiplications will be the output. The one-dimensional 

convolutional layers may be defined as: 

𝑦 = 𝑏 + ∑ (𝑓 ∗ 𝑔 )(i)                                …Equation 8.1.1.2 

                                                           
6 Based on author’s publication no. 3 and no. 4 [Appendix D] 
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Here, yl is the lth layer output, bl is the lth layer bias, fl-1 is the (l-1)th layer output and gl-1 is 

the (l-1)th layer filter. The dense layer output O may be expressed as: 

O = 𝑏 + ∑ 𝑤( ) 𝑥( )            …Equation 8.1.1.3 

Where b is layer bias, w is weight vector and x is input component 

The prediction 𝑦 was done by the softmax activation function: 

y = Sotmax(O)            …Equation 8.1.1.4 

Where Softmax = (exp (oi)/j exp (oj)) and oi is the level of confidence for belongingness 
to category i. The cross-entropy loss is calculated as: 

𝑙(𝑦, 𝑦) = − ∑ 𝑦 log 𝑦              …Equation 8.1.1.5 

Here, y is the actual and 𝑦 is the predicted value. 

8.1.2 Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU) 
Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU) [144] is a lightweight evolved version of simple Recurrent 

Neural network (RNN) and its performance is also stays on the higher side. GRU adds 

two more gates to the simple RNN architecture and they are called reset and update gates: 

Rt = ø (XtWxr+Ht-1Whr+br) 

Ut = ø (XtWxu+Ht-1Whu+bu)           ...Equation 8.1.2.1 

Here, ø is the activation function. Implementation of reset and update gates are as 

follows: 

Ht = ø (XtWxh+ (RtHt-1)ʘWhh+bh) 

Ht = UtʘHt-1+ (1-Ut) ʘHt           …Equation 8.1.2.2 

Where ʘ is the element-wise multiplication. These reset and update gates act like 
memory cells which help a new hidden state in acquiring from an old hidden state.  

8.1.3 Support Vector Machines (SVM) 
A Support Vector Machine (SVM) is a linear discriminant that separates data into classes 

using a hyperplane having the maximum-margin [145]: 

f(y) = wTy            …Equation 8.1..3.1 

Where, y results from applying a nonlinear transformation to the data; dot products are 

replaced by nonlinear kernel functions; the hyperplane w                                                                                                                         

maximizes the margin between the transformed classes. 
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8.1.4 Fuzzy Rough Nearest Neighbour (FRNN) 

The Fuzzy Rough Nearest Neighbour (FRNN) is a hybrid of Fuzzy Logic [146], Rough 

Set theory [147], and Nearest Neighbour algorithm [148]. The Fuzzy Logic states about 

the degree k (0  k  1) of belongingness of an element to a set. This contradicts the 

definite belongingness of an element to a particular set as proposed in the Cantor’s 

classical set theory. The fuzzy membership function may be represented by the 

expression:   

X(x)[0,1]             …Equation 8.1.4.1 

Where X is a set and x ϵ X. The Rough Set theory tells us about the indistinctness in 

decision making [149]: 

R-lower approximation of X: 

      
Ux

XxR:xRx*R


     

R-upper approximation of X:  

      
Ux

XxR:xRx
*

R


    

R-boundary region of X:  

     X*Rx
*

RXRN R 
  

         …Equation 8.1.4.2 

Thus, the lower approximation contains the elements that belong to the concerned set and 

the upper approximation contains the elements that may belong to the concerned set. The 

boundary region is the difference between the two approximations. If the boundary 

region is empty, the set is a rough set or crisp, otherwise. The Rough Set theory is helpful 

in machine learning as it does not need any prior knowledge about data like possibility 

value in Fuzzy.  Fuzzy and Rough Set theories often work in tandem and get more 

accurate results in data analysis. In such hybridizations, the rough approximation of fuzzy 

closeness is observed: 

µĀ(X)(x)=supwϵXµA(x,w)   

µA(X)(x)=infw∉XµA(x,w)           …Equation 8.1.4.3 
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Where A is a fuzzy indiscernibility relation and x ϵ U. 

K-nearest neighbor (KNN) selects a near-optimal value of K based on cross-validation. 

Thus, the clubbing Fuzzy-Rough algorithm with KNN may boost up the accuracy 

significantly, especially, in case of any modular classification problem [150]. The typical 

FRNN membership function may be described by the following expression [151]: 

𝜇y(x) = 1/(1+k||x-y||2/(q-1) )            …Equation 8.1.4.4 
 

Where q describes the shape of the membership function, ||x-y|| is the Euclidean distance 
between y and x and k is the bandwidth of the membership. 

8.1.5 MultiLayer Perceptron (MLP) 
A perceptron may be described as follows: 

fj(x,w) = sgn(∑  wjixi – θj)           …Equation 8.1.5.1 

First, the product of input xi and their corresponding weight wi has been summed up. 

Subsequently, the difference between this sum and the threshold θj is calculated. This 

expression passes through an activation function and produces the output fj. Several 

layers of such perceptrons are clubbed together to form the Multilayer Perceptron (MLP). 

Here, the output of one layer becomes the input to another and the final layer generates 

the class scores. 

8.1.6 Logistics Regression (LR) 
If k classes exist with n instances and m features, the parameter matrix B will have a 

dimension of m*(k-1) [152]. The probability for class j excluding the last class is: 

𝑃 (𝑋 )=
 

∑ …( )

                                                                         …Equation 8.1.6.1  

The last class has got a probability:   

1 − ∑  …( ) 𝑃 (𝑋 )= 1
∑ 𝑒…( )

                               …Equation 8.1.6.2 

The (negative) multinomial log-likelihood is thus:   

L=-∑ ∑ (𝑌 ∗ ln( 𝑃 (𝑋 )) + (1 − ∑ 𝑌 ) ∗ ln(1 − 𝑃 (𝑋 ))…( )…( )… +

𝑟𝑖𝑑𝑔𝑒 ∗ 𝐵                                                                                                …Equation 8.1.6.3 

The optimized values of the m*(k-1) variables have been searched heuristically to detect 

matrix B with minimized L.  Before using the optimization procedure, the matrix B is 

converted into an m*(k-1) vector. 
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8.1.7 Random Forest (RF) 
It constructs a forest of random trees [153]. The algorithm is as follows: 

1. Pick random samples from a set of data. 

2. Create a decision tree for each instance of a sample.  

3. Retrieve the prediction result from every decision tree. 

4. Voting is performed for every predicted result. 

5. The most voted prediction will be considered as the final result. 

8.2 Experiment 
A prolonged experiment has been carried out and the One Dimensional Convolutional 

Neural Network Model (1D CNN). In the initial CNN model (Figure 48), the input layer 

comprised a kernel equal to the input image resolution and in each subsequent layer, the 

kernel has been halved by the maxpooling layer. Default stride implies that all the data 

points have been considered during pooling. All the convolutional layers have the default 

padding i.e., the input is bounded by the padding of cells with zero values. L2 or 

Euclidean Norm regularizers have been used to prevent overfitting. After three hidden 

conv1d layers, the output has been flattened and fed into two subsequent fully connected 

dense layers. Here, the kernel of the first dense layer has been increased to match the 

image resolution and the kernel of the last dense layer is equal to the number of output, 

e.g., for grading it is equal to 4 as a 4-tier grading system is used in the experiment. 

Adam optimizer has been used with a learning rate of 1e-4. The batch size used is 128; 

the Rectified Linear Unit (RelU) is used as the activation function for all layers and 

Softmax is used as the activation function for the final output layer, respectively. All the 

hyper-parameters have been determined by performing repeated experiments. 

 

 Figure 48: The initially developed 1D CNN model  
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1-D convolutions extract subsequences from sequences. Larger convolution windows can be 

used with 1-D CNN which is not possible with a traditional 2-D convolution layer. 1-D 

CNNs are also faster than 2-D CNN. A 1-D CNN can offer a computationally inexpensive 

alternative to a 2-D convent. While carrying out experiments it has been observed that the 

overall accuracy of the model gets improved whenever CNN acts as a preprocessor 

before an RNN. A Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) has a feedback path which helps in 

memorizing the earlier incidents, whereas a CNN does not have such a memory cell. This 

may boost up (Figure 49) the overall accuracy of the system. Thus, the new model 

becomes a memory enabled CNN which is a combination of the speed and lightness of 

CNN and the order-sensitivity of RNNs.   

 
Figure 49: Structure of CNN-RNN Combined Model 

 

The initial model is updated by adding GRU layers. The spatial information from the 

segmented tumor image has been retrieved, merged with the clinical staging and grading 

information, and then used with the CNN-RNN hybrid model to classify the information. 

The present research work has given its dataset a shape of a rank 1 tensor. A rank 1 

tensor has a typical two-dimensional data structure, e.g. (row, column). A rank 2 tensor 

has a 3-D data structure, e.g. (row, column, color channels). Being a computationally 

cheap alternative to a recurrent network, a set of one-dimensional convolutional layers is 

used as preprocessing layers whose output was fed into an RNN. The CNN-RNN model 

comprises a one-dimensional convolutional input layer followed by three hidden one-

dimensional convolutional layers and one GRU layer. Each convolutional layer is 

succeeded by a 1-D MaxPooling layer. The CNN output is fed to a lightweight GRU 

layer. The dense layer has a 2-D structure i.e. (output from the preceding layer, filter 

size). On the other hand, 1-D convolutional layers, or GRU layers have 3-D structure i.e. 

(output from the preceding layer, filter size, number of filters). As the dense layers and 
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their predecessors are incompatible, a flatten layer has been introduced in between so 

that, the output from the GRU layer could be fed into the dense layer. Thus, the GRU 

layer is succeeded by one flatten and one fully connected dense layer (Fig. 50). The 

following fully connected layer considers all the possible dot products. At last, there is an 

output layer with a sigmoid activation function for calculating the class scores. 

 

Figure 50: Finally developed CNN-RNN model 
 

The training and test accuracy for each of the T stage, N stage, M stage, and grade have 

been separately measured and the results have also been compared with a few of the 

leading machine learning techniques: Support Vector Machines (SVM), Fuzzy Rough 

Nearest Neighbour ( FRNN), Random Forest (RF), Logistic Regression (LR), and 

Multilayer Perceptron (MLP).  

8.3 Evaluation 
The base of the evaluation has been the confusion matrix which has four quadrants: True 

Positive (TP), True Negative (TN), False Positive (FP), and False Negative (FN). This 

resembles the famous McNemar’s statistical test that yields a contingency table as output 

by comparing before and after status while conducting the test.  
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Figure 51: Structure of a typical Confusion Matrix 

According to figure 51, if the actual value is true and the predicted value is true as well, 

the output is true positive; if the actual value is true and the predicted value is false, the 

output is false negative; if the actual value is false and the predicted value is true, the 

output is false positive; if the actual value is false and the predicted value is false as well, 

the output is a true negative. True positive shows the rate of acceptance; true negative 

shows the rate of rejection; false-positive shows the type-I error or false alarm; false-

negative shows rate of miss or type-II error. Thus, the confusion matrix shows not only 

classification errors but also different types of classification errors. Such a confusion 

matrix may be applied to a binary as well as a multiclass problem. Many useful 

evaluation parameters may be derived after giving the class scores a shape of a confusion 

matrix. An important evaluation metric is the Receiver Operating Curve (ROC) which is 

ROC is a plot of the true positive rate against the false-positive rate. Some other major 

evaluation metrics are [154], [155]:  

Accuracy = (TP+TN)/ (TP+TN+FP+FN)                       …Equation 8.3.1 

Error Rate = 1 – Accuracy                         …Equation 8.3.2 

True Positive Rate or, Recall = TP/ (TP+FN)                      …Equation 8.3.3  

Precision = TP/ (TP+FP)                         …Equation 8.3.4  

False Positive Rate = FP/ (FP+TN)                        …Equation 8.3.5  

F-Measure = (2.Precision.Recall)/ (Precision+Recall)                     …Equation 8.3.6  

RMSE =  (𝑓 − 𝑜)                  …Equation 8.3.7  

Where, f = forecasts (expected values or unknown results) and o= observed values 

(known results)   

Kappa = (po - pe)/(1 - pe)                                     …Equation 8.3.8  
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Where po is the relative pragmatic conformity and pe is the assumed probability of 

conformity [156]. Kappa statistics closer to one, better is the classification result 

A cost-sensitive evaluation has also been carried out simultaneously to prohibit the 

chances of getting a biased confusion matrix. The (i, j)th element in the cost matrix is the 

penalty for wrongly classifying an instance of class j as class i, e.g., for grading the 

penalty matrix would look like 

figure 52. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 52: An example of the cost matrix used for grading 

It has often been seen that accuracy alone may not stand as a trustworthy evaluation 

parameter as it assigns equal weight to both kinds of errors. There may be many 

impurities in the dataset including class biasness. So, other auxiliary parameters have 

been used to demonstrate the efficiency of the model developed affirmatively. High recall 

means less false negative or less type-II errors. This also means high true positives i.e. 

rate of hit is higher than the rate of miss. On the other hand, high precision means less 

false positive or less type-I error. This also means a high true positive rate. A type-I error 

means rejecting a true null hypothesis and Type-II error means accepting a false null 

hypothesis. Both the errors put an equal barrier before the correct conclusion. Precision 

and recall depict type-I and type-II errors respectively.  Individually, they may be treated 

as good predictors of classification errors. However, they exist at one another’s cost. This 

implies that both precision and recall cannot be high arbitrarily at the same time. On the 

contrary, F-score is a combination of both precision and recall. It can also measure 

classification errors correctly more than accuracy does. High recall, low precision implies 

that most of the true samples are properly acknowledged (low FN) but there is a chance 

of having significant false positives. On the other hand, low recall, high precision implies 

that many true samples have been overlooked (high FN) but the instances that have been 

classified as true are indeed true cases. This means the result has fewer False Positives. 
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F-Score makes a balance between precision and recall by using their harmonic mean. 

Thus it punishes the outliers and reaches at its best when =1 that turns it into F1-Score. 

Area Under Curve (AUC) fetched out of ROC provides a collective measure of 

performance against all possible classification threshold values. AUC may also be 

explained as the likelihood that the model ranks a random positive instance more highly 

than a random negative instance. AUC closer to 1 depicts better classification results. 

Thus, all the evaluation metrics used in the study are capable of determining the 

classification errors far more effectively and portrays a bias-free result which more 

trustworthy.  

The simple one-dimensional CNN model is quite successful in identifying the TNM stage 

and histopathological grade of NSCLC tumor images (as described in the author’s first 

full paper in Appendix E). However, during experimentation, it has been felt that features 

need to be re-incurred while moving ahead with CNN down-sampling. This triggers the 

embedding RNN after CNN pre-processing layers. 

8.4 Conclusion 
In this chapter, the process of developing a new one-dimensional deep learning model by 

combining CNN and GRU has been described. Techniques used in the study, details of 

experiments carried out, and methods of evaluation of outcome have also been described. 

Almost all the traditional machine learning methods efficiently do vector processing. 

Deep learning is capable of processing high order data but has not yet delved into the 

vector processing domain. The present research work has pioneered in developing such a 

model that can process vector or rank one tensor with equal efficiency as that of the 

leading machine learning models.  
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9. Development of a Two-dimensional CNN Model

o far, the development process of a 1D CNN model has been discussed. Such a 

model is semi-automated as the features are being crafted manually. This model 

is useful when the hardware resources are scarce and users are dependent on 

When GPUs are available through advanced graphics cards or cloud services, 

users may switch to a fully automated system. The present research work has also 

developed such a system by introducing the same technique that has been used while 

developing the aforementioned 1D CNN model. The 1D CNN model is developed by 

using a combination of CNN and Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU) layers, whereas, in the 

fully automated model there is a subtle difference in implementation and technology

In essence, both the semi-automated and the automated CNN models have been 

developed by using the same technology. The difference is only with the implementation 

found conducive for the respective mode of implementations. 

dimensional Convolutional Neural Network technique has been used

Long Short Term Memory (LSTM) [157] – a more traditional 

Recurrent Neural Network (RNN). In particular, the model has been developed by 

combining CNN and bidirectional RNN (Figure 53). The bidirectional wrapper 

embedded in the model helps to fetch information both from forward and backward 

In this way, the model developed becomes more accurate and robust

: Structure of a typical bidirectional recurrent neural network with one hidden layer
https://d2l.ai/] 
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The second variety is a non-sequential recurrent ensemble of CNNs. Here, two important 

concepts have been merged and used together: inception or branched network [158] and 

residual [159] or reinjection of earlier layers. An inception model is a subgraph of 

convolutional layers with several parallel branches that learn spatial features separately 

and a residual connection is the reinjection of prior information downstream via feature-

map addition. In the inception model, each initial convolutional layer is a point-wise 

convolution which computes features that mix information across channels of the input 

tensor, but never mix information across space. In the residual model, even if the output 

of a layer becomes smaller after activation or down-sampling, it may be regenerated by a 

reinjection from the original layer output.  

9.1 Methodology 
A time distributed convolutional model having (h*w) input image array having c 

channels and k layers may be expressed as: 

ℎ  [i, j, k] = ∑ ∑ ∑   𝑤[𝑎, 𝑏, 𝑐, 𝑘].∆
∆ 𝑥[𝑖 + 𝑎, 𝑗 + 𝑏, 𝑐]∆

∆                    …Equation 9.1.1 

In equation 9.1.1, x [i, j] and h [i, j] represent an image and hidden state respectively; w 

stands for the weight parameter; a & b are offset belong to the range [-∆, ∆] for each 

pixel location (i, j); t is the time component across which the convolution takes place. 

The output shape [nh-kh+1]*[nw-kw+1] is given by the difference (1 is the bias) between 

the input shape [nh*nw] and the kernel shape [kh*kw]. By considering ci as input channels 

and co as output channels, the output shape will be ci*co*[nh-kh+1]*[nw-kw+1].  

Equation 9.1.1 may be re-written as equation 9.1.2 for describing the inception model: 

𝑂
( )

= 𝑓(𝑊
( )

𝑋 + 𝑏
( )

)                                                                            … Equation 9.1.2 

Here, X is the input vector; W is the weight vector; b is the bias; l is the corresponding 

layer number; O is the output; i is the inception branch number and f (.) is the non-linear 

activation function.  

The residual layer may be enumerated as equation 9.1.3: 

𝑋 = 𝑂
( )

+ 𝑋                                                                                         … Equation 9.1.3 

The concatenation of inception and residual layers may be described by the equation 

9.1.4: 

𝑌 = 𝑔 ({𝐹  
 (𝑊, 𝑋)})                                                                                  … Equation 9.1.4 
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Where {Fj (.)} is the collection of output tensors emanating from j (j=1, 2… n; n>0) 

inception branches and gc is the concatenation operation w.r.t. axis c i.e. number of 

colour channels. This concatenated output has to pass through the timedistributed flatten 

layer which is necessary for initiating the timestep parameter required in the following 

recurrent layers. 

The output of time distributed CNN can easily be fed into an RNN. A recurrent network 

can learn from its previous iterations and may be defined as: 

𝐻  =  ∅(𝑋   𝑊 +  𝐻   𝑊 + 𝑏 )            …Equation 9.1.5 

In equation 9.1.5, Ht is the hidden state at time t; ø is the activation function; Xt is the 

mini-batch instance with sample size n and d inputs; Wxh is the weight parameter with h 

is the number of hidden states; Ht-1 is the hidden state from the previous time-step. Its 

weight and bias parameters are Whh and bh, respectively.  

In equation 9.1.6, Ot depicts the output (q is the number of outputs): 

𝑂 = 𝐻 𝑊 + 𝑏                …Equation 9.1.6 

Now, Long Short Term Memory (LSTM) [31] is a gated version of RNN that has been 

used along with a bidirectional wrapper. This will help the proposed model to learn from 

both sides, and the efficacy of the model will stay on the higher side. A typical LSTM 

may be described as: 

It = (XtWxi+Ht-1Whi+bi)                         …Equation 9.1.7 

Ft= (XtWxf+Ht-1Whf+bf)                         …Equation 9.1.8 

Ot=( XtWxo+Ht-1Who+bo)                         …Equation 9.1.9 

In equations 9.1.7, 9.1.8 and 9.1.9, It, Ft, Ot are the input gate, forget gate, and output 

gate, respectively. Inputs are processed by a fully connected layer with a sigmoid () 

activation function and all the gates lie within a range of [0, 1].  

Bidirectional RNN may be expressed as: 

�⃗�  =  ∅(𝑋   𝑊
( ) 

 
+  �⃗�   𝑊

( ) + 𝑏( ) )         …Equation 9.1.10 

�⃖�  =  ∅(𝑋   𝑊
( ) 

 
+  �⃖�   𝑊

( ) + 𝑏( ) )                    …Equation 9.1.11 

The recurrent nature of the model may be shown as: 

𝐻
( ) = f(𝑋 , 𝐻( ) )                        …Equation 9.1.12 

𝐻
( ) = f(𝐻( ), 𝐻( )  )                                  …Equation 9.1.13 
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𝑂  = g(𝐻( ))                         …Equation 9.1.14 

In equations 9.1.12, 9.1.13, and 9.1.14, Xt is the mini-batch input; t is the timestamp; l is 

the layer number; f is the layer activation function and g is the activation function for the 

output layer Ot. Here the forward and backward hidden states are merged to substantiate 

the hidden state 𝐻
( )and passed on as input to the next bidirectional layer. The final 

layers are given by the equations 9.1.15, 9.1.16 and 9.1.17: 

h=whOt+bh                                    …Equation 9.1.15 

o=woh+bo              …Equation 9.1.16 

The prediction may be measured as Ŷ=softmax (o)         …Equation 9.1.17 

In equation 9.1.17, Ŷi = (exp (oi)/j exp (oj)) and oi is the level of confidence for 

belongingness to category i. The loss is measured as the cross-entropy loss and is given 

by equation 9.1.18:  

l(Y, Ŷ) = - j Yj log Ŷj                        …Equation 9.1.18 

Softmax is the activation function for the final layer. 

9.2 Experiment 
In the present study, two varieties of Deep Neural Network (DNN) have been tried. The 

first one is a typical sequential supervised Spatio-temporal method containing a hybrid of 

time distributed CNN and bidirectional RNN. The second one is a non-sequential 

recurrent ensemble of DNN. As bidirectional RNN needs data from both forward and 

backward pass, the bidirectional LSTM layers are preceded by hidden time distributed 

conv2D layers and succeeded by flattened dense layers. Many of the data pre-processing 

like feature selection, or segmentation are accomplished implicitly by the convolutional 

layers. Such as edge detection is done by using the sobel filter. Maxpooling layers down-

sample the feature set to have fewer numbers of dot products along the spatial 

dimensions. The output of the convolutional layer is flattened and fed into the 

bidirectional LSTM layers and the output is injected in a dense layer which is succeeded 

by the fully connected layer. Softmax activation function measures the probability 

distribution, and the loss is measured by categorical cross-entropy. All the codes are 
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written and implemented by using Python 3.6.8 (IPython 7.5.0) on CPU cores of an 

Intel(R) Core(TM) i5-3230m CPU @ 2.60GHz processor (x64 based processor)8. 

The same line of an experiment as that of 1D CNN has been followed while developing 

the desired two dimensional CNN model. All the images are resized to 64*64 for better 

memory utilization. After getting converted to pixel array, the input dataset typically 

takes the shape of rank 4 tensor: (number of samples, image height, image width, number 

of color channels). From the available clinical data, the AJCC label corresponding to 

each tumor has been tied with the respective image array. The whole dataset has been 

compressed and loaded for the experiment. The class imbalance issue has been addressed 

by Synthetic Minority Over-Sampling (SMOTE). 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 54: Structure of the CNN-BiRNN model ensemble with sequential image input to the time 
distributed convolutional layer for applying CNN layer to every temporal slice of the input 

                                                           
8 Tools & platform have been selected based on author’s publication no. 1 & 2 [Appendix C] 
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In the present study, three key sequential models are used. The first one is the single 

CNN+BiRNN model (Figure 55) which is the combination of Convolutional Neural 

Network (CNN) and the Bidirectional Recurrent Neural Network (BiRNN). During the 

training phase, best models are saved and later ten such best models are averaged to form 

the CNN+BiRNN ensemble (Figure 54). Another model used is a simple CNN model 

having similar architecture to the proposed CNN+BiRNN model (Figure 56). 

 
Figure 55: Structure of a single CNN+BiRNN model used in the study 

 

The single CNN+BiRNN model comprises three time-distributed conv2d layers with 

filters, 64, 32, and 16 respectively. Conv2d layers have ReLU as a layer activation 

function with the default padding and strides. Each conv2d layer is followed by a time-

distributed maxpooling layer and before inserting in bidirectional LSTM, the output is 

vectorised by a time-distributed flatten layer. There are two bidirectional LSTM layers 

with kernel 32 and 64, respectively. Recurrent layers are followed by a fully connected 

dense layer having filter 128. At last, there is an output layer. The CNN+BiRNN model 

ensemble has the same architecture like that of the single CNN+BiRNN model. The 

simple CNN model has three conv2d layers with kernels 64, 32, and 16, respectively. 

Unlike the CNN+BiRNN model, it does not have recurrent layers; instead, it has two 
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succeeding dense layers with kernel 32 and 64, respectively. Then there is a flatten layer 

followed by a fully connected dense layer having kernel 128. All the dense layers are 

followed by maxpooling layers. In the end, there is the output dense layer.  

While experimenting, a 10-Fold Stratified Cross-validation is employed on the dataset. 

The cross-validator repeats itself 10 times with different randomization. This ensures that 

the train and test split has the minimum correlated data. The test class is converted into 

categorical and the dataset is normalized by rescaling. Hyper-parameters used are: batch 

size=128, learning rate=1e-1, optimizer=Adam. The experiment is carried out for 5000 

epochs with early stopping callback with patience value =200. The best models are saved 

and later an average ensemble of ten such best models is formed. The ensemble model is 

executed with 10-Fold Repeated Stratified Cross-Validation. The simple CNN model is 

executed with 10-Fold Cross-Validation and other parameters remain the same as that of 

the CNN+BiRNN model. 

 

Figure 56: Structure of a CNN having architecture similar to the CNN-BiRNN model 
 

The simple CNN model, the single CNN+BiRNN model, and the CNN+BiRNN model 

ensemble have also been employed to classify NSCLC histological subtypes (Author’s 

second full paper as listed in Appendix E). Among them, the CNN+BiRNN model has 
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performed satisfactorily. Similar models have been applied here to figure out the stages 

and grades of the varied mixed of tumor images. As experiments continue, the need for 

preserving the features are cropped up. After thorough inculcation of the existing 

techniques, it has been felt that there has to be some way to retain strong features as the 

downsampling continues through iterations. This has paved the way for breeding a non-

sequential counterpart of the CNN+BiRNN model ensemble.  

 In the case of the non-sequential model (Figure 57), the input tensor is fed 

simultaneously into three parallel inception branches of varying layers and kernels. The 

first branch starts with a (1X1) pointwise convolution layer with filter size 32 followed 

by a (3X3) conv2d layer with filter 16. These layers are succeeded by batchnormalisation 

and maxpooling layers. The second branch also starts with a (1X1) layer having filter 32 

followed by a (3X3) conv2d layer with filter size 8. These are followed by 

batchnormalisation and maxppoling layers. The third branch starts with a maxpooling 

layer and it is followed by a (3X3) conv2d layer with filter size 8. These layers are 

succeded by batchnormalisation and maxpooling for layer normalisation and 

downsampling spatial features (Figure 58). The third branch is continued with another 

(5X5) conv2d layer with a filter 16 and is being reinjected by a residual layer of (1X1) 

having filter 16. The input to the residual layer is input from the third branch. This acts as 

the fourth branch of the model. All the branches are concatenated and flattened by a 

timedistributed flatten layer. The flatten layer output is passed through two bidirectional 

LSTM layers and one fully connected dense layer having kernels 16, 32, 64, respectively. 

At last, the output dense layer calculates the class score by using the softmax activation 

function. The optimizer used is adam with a learning rate 1e-4, and each conv2d layer is 

regularized by L2 or euclidean norm. The loss is being measured by using categorical 

cross-entropy. Default padding nad strides have been used in the model. 
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Figure 57: Non-sequential model as a combination 

102  

sequential model as a combination of inception, residual, and recurrent techniques 
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Figure 58: Sample of spatial features extracted by the non-sequential CNN model 

9.3 Evaluation 
Like the evaluation strategy followed for the 1D CNN, similar metrics have been used to 

examine the efficacy of the newly developed 2D CNN model. Parameters like F1 Score, 

kappa statistics, ROC-AUC score, etc. have been employed. While evaluating each 

model, the runtime information has been recorded and their mean performance indicators 

along with respective standard deviations have also been tabulated. Graphical evaluation 

of each model’s performance during the training and validation phase has also been done. 

The pictorial comparison makes it easier to understand the performances of various 

models under consideration.  

9.4 Conclusion 
In this chapter, the development process of a 2D CNN has been described. The 

methodology followed, experiments carried out, and evaluation techniques adopted has 

been discussed. The experiments have started with a simple CNN model and ended up 

with a complex non-sequential recurrent CNN model. All the results retrieved are 

compared to select the final model for tumor classification. 
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10. Results & Discussion 

esults of different experiments carried out in different phases have been carefully 

recorded for further evaluation. First of all, the class distribution in the newly 

formed dataset has been observed. It has been found that y-axis values are 

increasing as x-axis values are increasing (Figure 59) for most of the data points. This 

depicts the positive correlations in the feature set. This also justifies the use of the newly 

developed dataset in the present study. 

 

Figure 59: Class distribution observed in the dataset used in the study (1=> Malignant; 2=>Benign; 3=> 
others) 

 

10.1 One Dimensional CNN 
Figure 60 shows a sample of runtime structure of the newly developed model which is a 

combination of One Dimensional Convolutional Neural Network (1D CNN) and 

Recurrent Neural Network (RNN). Input parameters of a one-dimensional convolutional 

layer are (batch, steps, channels) and the output parameters are (batch, new_steps, filters). 

The first Conv1d layer has an input shape (None, 63, 1) and its output shape is (None, 61, 

64). Here, None asserts that the batch length is not fixed; 63 is the present number of 

features (0… 63); 61 is the number of features to be used next, typically calculated as 

(no. of features – kernel size + filter bias) i.e. (63-3+1); 64 is the size of the filter/kernel 

used in the layer. The no. of parameters in Conv1d_37 is determined as (no. of 

R
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filters*filter size) +layer bias = (64*3+64) =256. As it is the initial layer, it does not have 

any output from previous layers.

 
 Figure 60: Runtime structure of the model comprising 1D CNN and RNN for AJCC Staging  

For other convolutional layers, numbers of parameters are measured as (no. of 

filters*filter size*output filter from previous layers) +layer bias. For example, number of 

parameters in conv1d_38 = (64*3*32) +32=6176 and so on. Maxpooling or flatten layers 

don’t have any trainable parameters. For gru_10 layer, number of parameters are 

calculated as (no. of kernel+ no. of recurrent kernel+ bias) = (21*7+21*8+21) = 336. For 

dense_20 layer, the no. of parameters= (input from dense_19*no. of filters) +bias= 

(64*4) +4=256+4=260.  

10.1.1 Outcome of Experiment 
Algorithm Accuracy F-Measure ROC Area RMSE Kappa Average Cost 

CNN 0.910.04 0.900.02 0.960.05 0.250.06 0.870.07 0.240.21 
CNN-RNN 0.970.02 0.950.01 10.01 0.10.01 0.920.04 0.090.1 
FRNN 0.870.03 0.850.03 0.90.08 0.340.05 0.80.11 0.340.39 
KNN 0.830.03 0.800.07 0.890.06 0.290.08 0.750.09 0.10.34 
LR 0.720.03 0.710.08 0.790.07 0.190.08 0.650.11 0.970.39 
MLP 0.760.03 0.740.08 0.830.05 0.380.07 0.690.11 1.40.41 
RF 0.850.03 0.840.07 0.960.06 0.270.07 0.760.1 0.370.32 
SVM 0.720.06 0.730.08 0.80.07 0.180.08 0.640.12 0.950.4 

Table3: evaluation of grading by various algorithms concerning different metrics (CNN=>Convolutional 
Neural Network, CNN-RNN=> Convolutional Neural Network combined with Recurrent Neural Network, 
FRNN=>Fuzzy Rough Nearest Neighbours, KNN=>K-Nearest Neighbours, LR=>Logistic Regression, 
MLP=>Multi-Layer Perceptron, RF=> Random Forest, SVM=> Support Vector Machines) 
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Algorithm 
Accuracy F-Measure ROC Area RMSE Kappa Average Cost 

CNN 0.850.02 0.850.03 0.910.06 0.270.04 0.780.05 0.80.3 
CNN-RNN 0.960.01 0.960.01 0.990.01 0.070.02 0.930.03 0.110.2 
FRNN 0.720.08 0.740.08 0.810.05 0.190.07 0.670.1 0.980.38 
KNN 0.680.08 0.660.09 0.780.07 0.380.08 0.590.12 1.150.39 
LR 0.60.05 0.580.12 0.60.08 0.240.09 0.390.19 1.230.5 
MLP 0.670.09 0.650.09 0.780.05 0.320.07 0.590.13 1.510.61 
RF 0.670.06 0.650.07 0.780.04 0.410.06 0.610.09 1.120.09 
SVM 0.50.09 0.510.11 0.580.12 0.880.1 0.440.14 1.540.55 

Table4: evaluation of T-Staging by various algorithms concerning different metrics (CNN=>Convolutional 
Neural Network, CNN-RNN=> Convolutional Neural Network combined with Recurrent Neural Network, 
FRNN=>Fuzzy Rough Nearest Neighbours, KNN=>K-Nearest Neighbours, LR=>Logistic Regression, 
MLP=>Multi-Layer Perceptron, RF=> Random Forest, SVM=> Support Vector Machines) 
 

Algorithm Accuracy F-Measure ROC Area RMSE Kappa Average Cost 

CNN 0.930.02 0.950.03 0.970.05 0.210.05 0.890.06 0.390.2 
CNN-RNN 0.980.01 0.980.01 10.0 0.090.02 0.940.07 0.090.1 
FRNN 0.920.05 0.910.04 0.990.03 0.20.01 0.870.05 0.450.4 
KNN 0.820.06 0.780.07 0.880.05 0.30.02 0.70.11 0.410.4 
LR 0.90.06 0.870.04 0.980.02 0.090.01 0.820.07 0.590.38 
MLP 0.820.05 0.800.03 0.870.06 0.280.06 0.750.12 0.740.2 
RF 0.830.07 0.840.05 0.90.03 0.210.04 0.750.09 0.380.1 
SVM 0.80.09 0.780.06 0.870.04 0.180.02 0.710.07 0.70.9 

Table5: evaluation of N-Staging by various algorithms concerning different metrics (CNN=>Convolutional 
Neural Network, CNN-RNN=> Convolutional Neural Network combined with Recurrent Neural Network, 
FRNN=>Fuzzy Rough Nearest Neighbours, KNN=>K-Nearest Neighbours, LR=>Logistic Regression, 
MLP=>Multi-Layer Perceptron, RF=> Random Forest, SVM=> Support Vector Machines) 
 

Algorithm Accuracy F-Measure ROC Area RMSE Kappa Average Cost 

CNN 0.950.02 0.920.04 0.980.03 0.230.06 0.90.04 0.290.1 
CNN-RNN 0.990.01 0.980.02 10.01 0.090.02 0.940.01 0.080.09 
FRNN 0.930.03 0.910.05 0.980.02 0.190.3 0.880.02 0.430.09 
KNN 0.880.02 0.870.06 0.920.06 0.270.01 0.840.07 0.90.7 
LR 0.920.04 0.860.06 0.980.05 0.080.7 0.850.07 0.410.8 
MLP 0.880.02 0.890.08 0.920.05 0.240.01 0.840.06 0.510.9 
RF 0.870.02 0.860.07 0.950.04 0.230.04 0.780.05 0.350.09 
SVM 0.880.02 0.850.07 0.960.03 0.110.1 0.840.03 0.530.8 

Table6: evaluation of M-Staging by various algorithms concerning different metrics (CNN=>Convolutional 
Neural Network, CNN-RNN=> Convolutional Neural Network combined with Recurrent Neural Network, 
FRNN=>Fuzzy Rough Nearest Neighbours, KNN=>K-Nearest Neighbours, LR=>Logistic Regression, 
MLP=>Multi-Layer Perceptron, RF=> Random Forest, SVM=> Support Vector Machines) 
  

Algorithm Accuracy F-Measure ROC Area RMSE Kappa Average Cost 

CNN 0.860.07 0.870.03 0.940.06 0.310.03 0.780.05 0.350.1 
CNN-RNN 0.970.02 0.960.02 10.01 0.230.001 0.930.02 0.320.08 
FRNN 0.710.08 0.710.05 0.820.09 0.270.02 0.660.09 0.890.2 
KNN 0.720.09 0.720.04 0.810.04 0.350.3 0.690.1 1.180.42 
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LR 0.590.2 0.610.04 0.670.08 0.230.45 0.490.19 1.330.38 
MLP 0.660.1 0.640.08 0.750.07 0.340.07 0.580.08 1.520.39 
RF 0.680.1 0.670.05 0.790.06 0.390.09 0.590.08 1.180.27 
SVM 0.520.02 0.520.05 0.620.06 0.860.08 0.420.1 1.530.35 

Table7: evaluation of AJCC Staging by various algorithms concerning different metrics 
(CNN=>Convolutional Neural Network, CNN-RNN=> Convolutional Neural Network combined with 
Recurrent Neural Network, FRNN=>Fuzzy Rough Nearest Neighbours, KNN=>K-Nearest Neighbours, 
LR=>Logistic Regression, MLP=>Multi-Layer Perceptron, RF=> Random Forest, SVM=> Support Vector 
Machines) 
 

Table3 shows the performances of different machine learning algorithms, including the 

newly developed CNN and CNN+RNN models while classifying histopathological 

grades. Similarly, table4 shows the performances during T-staging, table5 shows the 

same for N-staging, table6 shows it for M-staging, and table7 records it for AJCC 

staging. All of these tables have tabulated mean values of accuracy, F-measure, ROC 

area, RMSE, Kappa, and average cost along with their respective standard deviations for 

each method. From the result, it has been observed that the CNN+RNN model has 

performed more satisfactorily than other methods. Not only the accuracy of the CNN-

RNN model is higher, but also the F-score is consistently on the higher side. This shows 

higher true positive values and lesser false positive and false negative values, i.e., lesser 

type-I and type-II errors respectively. This does not only show the relevance in the 

positive case detection but also shows the high rate of correctly identified negative cases.  

The High ROC area shows a greater true positive rate than the false positive rate. This 

implies that most of the positive cases have been identified correctly and the High Kappa 

value affirms the accuracy by showing perfect agreement between the true value and the 

predicted value. Low RMSE shows data concentration is intense along the line of best fit. 

The average cost is also lower for the CNN+RNN model than others.  Thus, the 

performance of the CNN+RNN model concerning all the evaluation metrics is better than 

other machine learning methods. All these observations cast a decision in favor of the 

newly developed CNN+RNN model as far as the classification of malignant tumors is 

concerned. 
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Figure 61: Inverse transformation of the AJCC stage prediction by the 1D CNN encoder model 

From figure 61, the accuracy of the decoded prediction of AJCC staging done by the 1D 

CNN encoder model may be observed. The validation accuracy is around 98% which is 

quite encouraging and speaks for the efficacy of the model itself. 

10.1.2 Analysis of Result 

 

Figure 62: Performance of Support Vector Machines (SVM) with respect to major evaluation parameters 
(A=> AJCC staging, G=>grading, M=>M-staging, N=>N-staging, T=>T-staging, Acc=>Accuracy, F-

Score=> F-Measure, ROC-AUC=> Receiver Operating Charasteristics Curve – Area Under Curve, 
Cohen’s Kappa=> Kappa Statistics) 
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Figure 63: Performance of Random Forest (RF) with respect to major evaluation parameters (A=> AJCC 
staging, G=>grading, M=>M-staging, N=>N-staging, T=>T-staging, Acc=>Accuracy, F-Score=> F-

Measure, ROC-AUC=> Receiver Operating Characteristics Curve – Area Under Curve, Cohen’s Kappa=> 
Kappa Statistics) 

 

Figure 64: Performance of Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP) with respect to major evaluation parameters 
(A=> AJCC staging, G=>grading, M=>M-staging, N=>N-staging, T=>T-staging, Acc=>Accuracy, F-

Score=> F-Measure, ROC-AUC=> Receiver Operating Characteristics Curve – Area Under Curve, 
Cohen’s Kappa=> Kappa Statistics) 
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Figure 65: Performance of Logistic Regression (LR) with respect to major evaluation parameters (A=> 
AJCC staging, G=>grading, M=>M-staging, N=>N-staging, T=>T-staging, Acc=>Accuracy, F-Score=> F-
Measure, ROC-AUC=> Receiver Operating Characteristics Curve – Area Under Curve, Cohen’s Kappa=> 

Kappa Statistics) 
 

 

Figure 66: Performance of K-Nearest Neighbours (KNN) with respect to major evaluation parameters (A=> 
AJCC staging, G=>grading, M=>M-staging, N=>N-staging, T=>T-staging, Acc=>Accuracy, F-Score=> F-
Measure, ROC-AUC=> Receiver Operating Characteristics Curve – Area Under Curve, Cohen’s Kappa=> 

Kappa Statistics) 
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Figure 67: Performance of Fuzzy Rough Nearest Neighbours (FRNN) with respect to major evaluation 
parameters (A=> AJCC staging, G=>grading, M=>M-staging, N=>N-staging, T=>T-staging, 

Acc=>Accuracy, F-Score=> F-Measure, ROC-AUC=> Receiver Operating Charasteristics Curve – Area 
Under Curve, Cohen’s Kappa=> Kappa Statistics) 

 
Figure 68: Performance of Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) with respect to major evaluation 

parameters (A=> AJCC staging, G=>grading, M=>M-staging, N=>N-staging, T=>T-staging, 
Acc=>Accuracy, F-Score=> F-Measure, ROC-AUC=> Receiver Operating Characteristics Curve – Area 

Under Curve, Cohen’s Kappa=> Kappa Statistics) 
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Figure 69: Performance of Convolutional Neural Network combined with-Recurrent Neural Network 
(CNN-RNN) with respect to major evaluation parameters (A=> AJCC staging, G=>grading, M=>M-

staging, N=>N-staging, T=>T-staging, Acc=>Accuracy, F-Score=> F-Measure, ROC-AUC=> Receiver 
Operating Characteristics Curve – Area Under Curve, Cohen’s Kappa=> Kappa Statistics) 

 

Figures 62, 63, 64, 65, 66, 67, 68, and 69 show the graphical comparison of performances 

of each machine learning method used in the study while conducting different staging 

and grading operations. The analysis reveals that all the machine learning methods have 

performed well when the number of class variables is less in number. Thus, in the case of 

N-staging or M-staging, performances of different algorithms are satisfactory. In such 

cases, the classification problems are less complicated with less number of target 

variables almost like a binary classification task. But the situation changes when target 

variables are more in numbers. In such cases, the algorithms face true multivariable-

multiclass problems with real numbers having higher precisions as data values which 

have very tiny differences among each other. Orthodox machine learning methods find it 

very difficult to perform steadily in such cases. As a result, the performance curve for 

these algorithms concerning different parameters falls while classifying in terms of grade, 

AJCC stage, or T-stage. The newly developed CNN+RNN and CNN models perform 

commendably even in such adverse situations. Their performance curves always stay 

higher than the other methods employed in the study. These observations depict the 

superiority of convolutional models over other traditional models. CNN models even 
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performed better than the hybrid FRNN or MLP models. CNN+RNN model has a higher 

consistent curve than the simple CNN model. Although the CNN model has deeper 

convolutional layers, the CNN+RNN model has an edge over the former one. It has got 

recurrent layers which can memorize the past results. Thus while down-sampling 

features; the earlier important ones do not get faded away. This characteristic gives the 

later one an extra boost during classification.  

Although the CNN+RNN model has performed better than the CNN model, there are 

indeed some close calls observed. Before selecting the best possible model, further 

analysis of the performance of these two models has been done by using the validation 

accuracy curve and loss curve.  

  
(a) grading accuracy (b) grading loss 

  
(c) T-staging accuracy (d) T-staging loss 
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(e) N-staging accuracy (f) N-staging Loss 

 
 

(g) M-staging accuracy (h) M-staging loss 

 

 
(i) AJCC staging accuracy (j) AJCC staging loss 

Figure 70: Train and test curves for CNN model accuracy and CNN model loss 
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(a) grading accuracy (b) grading loss 

  
(c) T-staging accuracy (d) T-staging loss 

(e) N-staging accuracy (f) N-staging loss 
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(g) M-staging accuracy (h) M-staging loss 

  
(i) AJCC staging accuracy  (j) AJCC staging loss 

Figure 71: Train and test curves for CNN+RNN model accuracy and loss 
 

After comparing figures 70 and 71, it is quite clear that the CNN model suffers from the 

problem of overfitting. There are frequent intersections between training and validation 

curves and fluctuations are also observed at later stages of iterations. In some cases, the 

test accuracy has been more than the training accuracy. This happens as many features 

become dormant due to down-sampling, dropout, and regularization operations. Thus, 

training accuracy becomes lower and loss becomes higher, however, during the test 

phase, all the features remain active and result in higher accuracy and lower loss. In this 

way, the CNN model becomes less trustworthy for validating new cases. On the other 

hand, the CNN+RNN model shows fewer intersections between the train and test curves. 

Initial fluctuations are stabilized by regularizes which is evident from figure 71. The 

training accuracy is always higher than the test accuracy and the training loss is always 

lower than the test loss. This shows that the CNN+RNN model is quite stable and has not 

lost important features during the training phase due to the presence of recurrent layers. 
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Thus, this model is more trustworthy for validating new or unknown cases. These results 

of analysis undoubtedly give a verdict in favor of the CNN+RNN model. 

10.2 Two Dimensional CNN 
Two dimensional CNN model has many facets: it starts with a simple CNN model, and 

then gradually turned into a CNN combined with bidirectional RNN (CNN+BiRNN). 

After that, it becomes a sequential ensemble of CNN and bidirectional RNN. Later, a new 

non-sequential recurrent model has been introduced.  

10.2.1 Outcome of Experiment 
All the experiments have been carried out for 5000 epochs with early stop callback value 

along with a 10-Fold Repeated Stratified Cross-validation and patience=200. The 

repeated stratification ensures that the cases selected for validation are not correlated. 

Models have been employed mainly to detect AJCC staging as TNM staging can easily 

be retrieved from it. In the case of the CNN model, the best result has been found at 

epoch 400 of iteration 6. The best result of the single CNN+BiRNN model has been 

found at epoch 450 of iteration 3. The CNN+BiRNN model ensemble achieved the best 

result at epoch 492 of iteration 5. The non-sequential model ensemble has attained the 

best result at epoch 300 of iteration 2.  

Table8: Best results recorded for various models used in the study 

From table8, it is quite clear that the non-sequential model has almost outperformed other 

models w.r.t. all the important evaluation parameters. The same may be observed from 

the comparison of confusion matrices produced by different models (figure72). The credit 

of correctly classifying the highest number of instances per class goes to the non-

sequential model. These results depict that the non-sequential model is pretty consistent. 

Model Validation Accuracy  F1-Score  Cohen’s Kappa  ROC 
AUC  

Non-sequential CNN Model 
Ensemble 

0.93  0.92 0.86 0.98 

Sequential CNN+BiRNN Model 
Ensemble 

0.84 0.84 0.75 0.9 

Sequential CNN+BiRNN Model  0.80 0.79 0.70 0.87 
Sequential CNN Model 0.65 0.67 0.59 0.76 
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 Figure 72: Sample confusion matrices produced by different models used in the study  
 

Table9: Average results (with standard deviations) of different models evaluated by various metrics 

From the average results tabulated (Table 9), it may be observed that the validation 

accuracy of the non-sequential model is also on the higher side along with a high F1-

score and ROC-AUC score. As accuracy may get inflated as a result of pre-processing 

bias, often precision and recall are considered to measure the false positives and false 

negatives, respectively. The problem is that both precision and recall come at each 

other’s cost and can’t have arbitrarily high value at the same time. Thus, if the weighted 

average of precision and recall, i.e., F1-score is high, it may be concluded that the 

performance of the model is free from type-I and type-II errors to a significant extent. 

Moreover, a high ROC-AUC score and kappa statistics confirm the high efficacy of the 

model by depicting the higher true positive rate over lower false-positive rate with fewer 

deviations.  

Model Validation Accuracy  F1-Score  Cohen’s Kappa  ROC AUC  
Non-sequential CNN Model 
Ensemble 

0.910.001 0.90.004 0.840.005 0.970.002
  

Sequential CNN+BiRNN 
Model Ensemble 

0.690.01  0.680.03 0.620.01  0.760.02 

Sequential CNN+BiRNN 
Model  

0.620.02 0.60.01 0.590.03 0.730.02 

Sequential CNN Model 0.590.03 0.560.02 0.570.01 0.690.01 



 
 

10.2.2 Analysis of Result
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10.2.2 Analysis of Result 

(a) Accuracy and Loss in the CNN model 

(b)Accuracy and loss in CNN+BiRNN model 

 

 



 
 

Figure 73: Train and validation curves for AJCC staging by different two

From figure 73 it may be observed that the validation accuracy of the newly developed 

model has been always higher than

cross-entropy loss of the non

Moreover, in the case of 
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(c) Accuracy and loss in CNN+BiRNN model ensemble 

(d) Accuracy and loss in the non-sequential model ensemble 
: Train and validation curves for AJCC staging by different two-dimensional CNN models

it may be observed that the validation accuracy of the newly developed 

has been always higher than other models used in the study. On the other hand, the 

entropy loss of the non-sequential model has been always lower than other models. 

case of the CNN model, the validation loss tends towards higher value 

 

 

dimensional CNN models 

it may be observed that the validation accuracy of the newly developed 

other models used in the study. On the other hand, the 

sequential model has been always lower than other models. 

the validation loss tends towards higher value 
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and uneven fluctuations have also been witnessed. The CNN+BiRNN model or its 

ensemble has shown a lot of intersections between the train and validation accuracy. 

These observations show that these models are suffering from the problem of overfitting. 

The non-sequential model, on the contrary, shows less fluctuation and less intersection 

both in the case of accuracy and loss. Thus, the newly developed non-sequential model 

ensemble has a clear edge over other models under consideration.  

The sheer accuracy of the non-sequential recurrent model is due to the inception and 

residual layers which act as efficient pre-processors. The point-wise convolution layer 

like (1X1) or (3X3) plays the role of cheap filters like the Sobel filter or edge detecting 

filter, etc. These layers also do not let the important features die out of down-sampling or 

dimensionality reduction process. Moreover, the bidirectional recurrent layers memorize 

the past and future incidents. Thus, the important features never get lost during the 

training or the validation phase. The non-sequential model has also used less number of 

timedistributed layers than other sequential models. It has also been observed that the 

memory usage during the execution of the non-sequential model was much less than 

those of other sequential models. All these observations have made the non-sequential 

recurrent model a lightweight yet efficient classifier. In the existing literature, it can 

hardly be observed that a deep learning model has been able to classify such a varied mix 

of tumor images with high accuracy. Every other model did it within a limited periphery 

of tumor genre, scanner modality, degree of classification, etc. Thus, none of the existing 

models could be a match for the newly developed model. The non-sequential model used 

in the study may further be explored by bringing in several other types of tumors, 

embedding different meta-learners, experimenting with hyper-parameters, etc.  

10.3 Conclusion 
In this chapter, the efficiency of both the 1D CNN models and 2D CNN models have 

been evaluated based on their performances as recorded during various experiments 

conducted so far. In the case of 1D CNN, the CNN+RNN model, and in the case of 2D 

CNN, the non-sequential recurrent model ensemble has emerged as the most powerful 

model in their respective domain. When the hardware resources are scarce, the manual 

feature extraction and implementation of the 1D CNN model is obvious. Otherwise, the 

2D CNN model may be employed to classify tumors. 
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Appendices 

Appendix-A: Definitions of Important Terms 
Activation Functions In a typical neural network architecture, an 

activation function calculates the probability of the 
result received from its preceding neuron  

Cancer A group of lethal diseases which can spread to 
other organs of the body 

Classification A method of clubbing data items into different 
labeled categories according to their similar 
characteristics 

Convolutional Neural Network A deep neural network where input passes through 
sets of convolutional layers and pooling layers 
followed by fully connected layers and generates 
class scores as output 

Data  Raw facts that may be used for producing 
meaningful information 

Deep Learning A subset of machine learning that has deeper 
convolutional layers to solve problems expressed 
as supervised, unsupervised or reinforcement 
learning  

Feature Extraction A process of culling out inherent attributes or 
characteristics from a data set 

Feature Selection A process of selecting important features from a 
set of extracted features by using an algorithm 

Image Processing To mathematically analyze an image by using 
different algorithms  

Image Segmentation Grouping and separating similar pixels found in a 
typical image 

Loss Function A loss function measures the difference between 
the actual and predicted value obtained from a 
probability model 

Medical Imaging A process of generating imagery impression of 
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internal parts of the body for clinical prognosis 

Recurrent Neural Network A branch of artificial neural network that can 
memorize earlier incidents by including a temporal 
feedback loop 

Review of literature A study of the existing studies that have 
contributed to a particular domain of knowledge 

Tensor A generalized form of vectors being used as the 
data in deep learning that has rank according to its 
number of axes 

Thresholding A value that acts as a limit for an algorithm to 
accept or reject a result  

Tumor Abnormal growth in a body part as a result of 
uncontrolled cell division  
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Appendix B: Important Abbreviations 
AJCC American Joint Committee on Cancer 

ANN  Artificial Neural Network 

BLCA Urothelial Bladder Carcinoma 

BRCA Breast Invasive Carcinoma 

CNN Convolutional Neural Network 

CT Computed Tomography 

DNN Deep Neural Network 

FAST Features from Accelerated Segment Test 

FRNN Fuzzy Rough Nearest Neighbour 

GRU Gated Recurrent Unit 

HN Head-Neck 

HOG Histogram of Oriented Gradients 

ICMR Indian Council of Medical Research 

KIRP Kidney Renal Papillary Cell Carcinoma 

LIHC Liver Hepatocellular Carcinoma 

LR Logistic Regression 

LSTM Long Short Term Memory 

MLP MultiLayer Perceptron 

MRI Magnetic Resonance Imaging 

MSER Maximally Stable Extermal Regions 

NSCLC Non-Small Cell Lung Cancer 

PET Positron Emission Tomography 

ReLU Rectified Linear Unit 

RF Random Forest 
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SURF Speeded Up Robust Features 

SVM Support Vector Machines 

TCGA The Cancer Genome Atlas 

TCIA The Cancer Imaging Archive 

THCA Thyroid Cancer 

TNM Tumor-Nodes-Metastases 

UCEC Uterine Corpus Endometrial Carcinoma 

WHO World Health Organization 
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